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The DO Detector at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory is a large multi-

purpose detector facility designed for the study of proton-antiproton collision prod-

ucts at the center-of-mass energy of 2 TeV. It consists of an inner tracking volume,

hermetic uranium/liquid argon sampling calorimetry, and an outer 4z- muon detec-

tor.

In preparation for our first colllder run, the collaboration organized a Cosmic

Ray Commissioning Run, which took place from February - May of 1991. This

thesis is a detailed study of the response of the central calorimeter to cosmic ray

. m_ons as extracted from data coilerted during this run.

11' '_ " _ We have compared the shapes of the experimentally-obtained pulse height spec-
• _, _ :

tra to the Landau prediction for the ionization loss in a continuous thin absorber in

the four electromagnetic and four hadronic layers of the calorimeter, and find good

agreement after experimental effects are folded in.

We have also determined an absolute energy calibration using two independent

methods: one which measures the response of the electronics to a known amount

of charge injected at the preamplifiers, and one which uses a carry-over of the cal-

ibration from a beam test of central calorimeter modules. Both absolute energy

conversion factors agree with one another, within their errors. The calibration de-

termined from the test beam carry-over, relevant for use with coillder physics data,

has an error of 2.3%. We believe that, with further study, a final error of _ 1% will



be achieved.

The theory-to-experiment comparison of the peaks (or most probable values)of

the muon spectra was used to determine the layer-to-layer consistency of the muon

signal. We find that the mean response in the 3 fine hadronic layers is (12 ± 2)%

higher than that in the 4 electromagnetic layers. These same comparisons have been

used to verify the absolute enersy conversion factors. The conversion factors work

well for the electromagnetic sections.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The DO Detector, located at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory in

Batavia, Illinois-_-is a-larse hermetic dete-ctor designed for the study of proton-
!

antiproton collisions at the center-of-mass energy of 2 TeV. The physics for which it

has been designed includes the study of jets, properties of the intermediate vector

bosons, the search for the top quark, and searches for new and exotic phenomena

in this heretofore unexplored energy regime.

In the late winter and spring of 1991, the collaboration organized a Cosmic

Ray Commissioning Run. in which the response of a major portion of the detector

to cosmic ray muons was studied. The primary goals of the run were to exercise

the major detector elements in concert for the first time, and to study in detail

the performance of the individual subdetectors. The run provided us with the

opportunity to prepare for our first collider run, which began this spring.

The response of the central calorimeter to cosmic ray muons will be the focus

of this thesis. The extent to which the calorimeter's performance can be character-

ized by its response to r_i_irmlm-ionizing muons is a stringent test of the device:

minimum-ionizing signals are at the very tow end of the dynamic range of the sys-

tern that has been designed, and exhibit a small signal-to-noise ratio. Extracting

quantitative information from such signals presents a si6mificant challenge which, in

many respects, provides a benchmark against which we can evaluate the overall per-

formance of the detector. Adequate performance is critical for achieving the goals

of the DO physics program.

After presenting an overview of the full detector and the physics for which it has

been optimized, a discussion of the general principles of calorimetry is presented,

along with the specific design features of the DO calorimeters. A brief chapter on

cosmic rays comes next, followed by a discussion of the theory of energy loss (by

ionization) of charged particles in matter. Landau's theory of the energy loss in



thinabsorbersi39]isexpectedto describethevisibleenergylossofmuons due to

ionizationin our calorimeter:one of the primarygoalsof thisthesisisthe testof

thishypothesis.

The operationand performanceofthe calorimeterduringthe Cosmic Ray Run

isdiscussedinChapterVI,followedby a chapterdescribingtherun itself:thedata-

taking,trigger,thedetectorsthatwere commissioned,and otherissues.Our final

criteriaforeventselectionarediscussedin ChapterVIII,alongwithourmethod of

treatin8thedata.

We obtainedvaluesforthe conversionfrom ADC counts,our digitizedunitof

calorimeterreadout,to energydepositedin thecalorimeter,usingtwo independent

methods.ChapterIX discussesthesemethods,and presentsthe conversionfactors

soobtained.One of'theimportantgoalsofthe thesisistheverificationofthesecal-

ibrationfactors,which isobtainedby comparisonoftheexperimentaLly-determined

muon pulseheightdistributionswiththoseobtainedfrom theLandau theory.These

comparisons,alongwith theresultsofour calibrationverification,arepresentedin

ChapterX. We alsopresentinthatchapterourresultson thelayer-to-layerconsis-

tencyofthemuon signalthroughoutthecalorimeter.ChapterXI summarizesour

conclusions.



CHAPTER II

PHYSICS AT 2 TeV" THE DO DETECTOR

The DO Detector at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory is a multi-

purpose facility designed for the study of prod--uctsof high energy proton-_utiproton

collisions. The physics for which the detector has been optimized, along with the

design features intended to enhance the detection of the relevant physics signatures,

are described below.

Physics Goals

The discovery of the W and Z bosons at CERN in 1982 [12] was a striking

verification of the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam model fl I _..the gauge theory unifying

electromagnetism and weak interactions. In this theory, the W and Z mediate

the charged- and neutral-current weak interactions, respectively, while the photon

mediates the electromagnetic force. Exact local gauge invariance of the theory would

require all 4 gauge bosons (W +-, Z °, 7) to be massless: experiment, however, has

definitively eliminated this possibility. The process by which the W and Z are

thought to acquire mass is the Higgs mechanism i14], in which a massive scalar

boson (Higgs boson) is produced in association with the breaking of the electroweak

symmetry. The photon remains massless in the theory. The four gauge bosons

couple to the fundamental fermions, leptons and quarks. The left-handed fermions

appear as doublets of weak isospin, while the right-handed ones appear as singlets.

Right-handed neutrinos are assumed not to exist.

The most widely accepted theory of the strong interactions is Quantum Chro-

modynamics (QCD). The gluons are the gauge bosons of the tlleory and, due to

the exact nature of the gauge symmetry, are massless. The basic uni_ of _'charge"

intrinsic to strong interactions is called color, which is carried by the gluons. (This

is in contrast with the photon in electrodynamics, which does not carry electronic

charge).There are 8 gluons(correspondingto the3_ - i generatorsofthe SU(3)

symmetry of the theory),that coupleto quarks,whichare colored,and to each

3



other. The coupling "constant" of QCD, a,, scales with distance, approaching zero

at small distances (or, more relevant experimentally, high momentum transfers), a

phenomenon known as asymptotic freedom. This allows the theory to be perturba-

tively expanded in this .energy regime. Si_cef._e quarks and gluons have not been

observed experimentally, it has been postulated that color is confined: that is, that

the potential that describes the interaction between free gluons and/or free quarks

increases monotonically with distance, at distances large compared to the scale pa-

rameter, AQcD. Observable strongly-interacting particles are therefore thought to

be colorless combinations of bound quarks and/or antiquarks. Both confinement

and asymptotic freedom, as will be discussed later, have important consequences for

high energy experiments.

The two above theories, taken together, form the Standard Model. a description

of three of the four basic forces of nature (gravity is not included). It contains 19

free parameters (9 of which are the masses of the quarks and leptons) and predicts

37 fundamental particles, with the fermions appearing in repeated units called gen-

erations (see Table If.l). All particles but the tau neutrino, the top quark, and the

Higgs boson have been seen experimentally.

The model has survived quite ably _]l tests to which it has been subjected. It is

hoped that future col/ider measurements of Standard Model parameters will be made

with increasingly high precision, which will enable more exactin_ tests of the model.

Precision measurements should also guide the way toward viable extensions of the

theory, if they are needed.._leasurements of improved accuracy in the electroweak

sector and large momentum-transfer tests of QCD are a major portion of the physics

program for which DO has been designed.

Searches for new particle states and phenomena, both predicted and unpredicted

by theory, are the other significant part of the physics agenda for DO. The search for

the top quark will be one of the more important parts of the experimental program

at Fermilab during the next few years.



TableII.l

The StandardModel

(after(2!)

fundamentalfermions

leptons Q

quarks(times3 colors)

(:)(:)(:) (-i)
bosons

Interactionsaremediatedby bosons:

7 photon M = 0

W ± IV'B M_80

Z ° IVB M _ 91 c,_,'.-.--.,vr=-
C"

G gluon(8 colored) M = 0

Higgs I-llggsboson M = ?

The discoveryof the top quark would completethelastfermiondoubletof weak

isospin- itsdiscoverywould be a spectacularadditionto the experimentalevi-

dencesupportingthe StandardModel. Current[irnitson itsmass (4!,derivedfrom

relationsamong the parametersin the model and usingmeasured massesof the

W and Z bosons as input,placeit withinreachof the Fermilabcolliderin the
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next few years. A direct mass measurement of the top quark, in conjunction with

high-precision W and Z m&_s measurements, could place very strict limits on the

HJggs mass. It is likely that direct sighting of the I-I.[ggs, particularly if it is heavy

(221drw <__Mrt4igga < 1 TeV), will_require machines of higher energy. Its predicted

preferential coupling to heavier fermions and bosons, which are produced with rel-

atively small cross-sections at Tevatron energies, result in small I'IJggs production

cross-sections at existing machines. A top quark mass measurement at Fermilab

would provide the mass window for future searches for the l-lJggs at the Supercon-

ducting Super Co_der, should direct I-lJggs searches in Tevatron data yield a null

result.

The model itself makes no prediction as r.o the number of generations of fermions

that exist, helping to motivate the search for new heavy quarks and leptons. An out-

growth of the attempts to unify QCD and Electroweak Theory into gauge-invariant

theories of higher symmetry (Grand Unification) is the introduction of new heavy

vector bosons. One can search for higher-mass analogues of the W and Z, for

example, assttming decay-modes similar to their lighter-mass cousins. Supersym-

merry theories predict bosonic partners of fermions (and vice-versa), with some

well-defined decay signatures. Technicolor introduces objects (leptoquarks) whose

modes of decay may also be quite distinctive. Finally, new, tmpredicted particles

and interactions may manifest themselves in unexpected ways. It is hoped that their

event topologies will approximate in some way those for which the detector has been

optimized.

Physics Signatures

Much of the physics in the above processes is most readily extracted from the

background by consideration of events containing one or more of a few basic charac-

teristics. The momentum component of coLLision products in the direction transverse

to the incoraing/_p beams, called transverse momentum (Pt), is the major kinematic

variable of interest.._luch of the analysis of/_p coLlider data is restricted to reaction

products of high-Pt primarily for the following two reasons:

6



(I)The forward(orbeam) directionisdominatedby leftoverdebrisfromhadronic

collisions,generallycontaininglittleinterestingnew physics.These back.

groundstendto obscuretheprocessesofvalue;

(2)The presenceofneutrinosand othern-o'n-interactingparticles,whichareim-

portantphysicssignatures,can onlybe inferredfrom theoveralleventmomen-

tum - theyare "seen"as an imbalancein missingmomentum. In practice,

much of the eventmomentum isinvariablylostalongthe beam directions,

and henceescapesundetected.Consideringonly themomentum component

transverseto thebeam axisgreatlyreducestheimportanceoffluctuationsin

thisundetectedmomentum.

Much of the potenziallyin_ereszingphysicsliesin eventscontainingone or more

ofthe foUowing:high-Ptchargedleptons(predominantlyelectronsand muons),

photons,jetsofhadrons,and largemissingtransversemomentum (MPt). A few of

theunderlyingprocessesaredescribedbelow.

The parzonmodel [9]was createdto explainthepoint-likeconstituentsof the

proton,which wereseenbyexperiments110].The partonsarenow general/yequated

withthequarks,an_iquarks,and gluonsofQCD. Largeanglescatteringoftwo inci-

dentpartons,each containinga largefractionof theirparenthadron:slongitudinal

momentum, resultsin two ouzgoingpar_onsofhigh-Ptthatareback-to-backinthe

center-of-momentumframeoftheincidentpartons.At distanceslargecompared to

thehadron size,the two kigh-Ptpatronsundergo hadronization,in which thecon-

finingpropertiesof the colorforceinducetheproductionof colorlessbound states

ofhadrons,with momentum componentsprimarilyin thedirectionof theparent

parton.The resultistwo weU-col_natedjetsofhadronsofhigh-Pt,whichcontain

"memory" oftheoriginaldirectionoftheparentpatton(.thejetaxis}.Jetsofhigh-

Ptaresignaturesofa collisionoflargeq_(momentum transfer),where a description

oftheinteractionbetweentheparentpartonswithintheframeworkofperturbative

QCD isfeasible.
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The studyof jetshas become a major portionof thephysicsmenu at hadron

coUiders.The dijetinvariantmass distributioncan revealnew particlestates,or

revealpropertiesof known states(as,forinstance,in the decay of the W or Z

bosonstoquark-antiquaxkpa£rs).The ratioaf._the_cross-sectionof2-to3-jetevents

allowsfora quanzitativemeasure of a_(q2),as does theratioof W 4- t-jetto W

. no-jetsevents.The high center-of-massenergyat the Tevatronwillallowfor

studiesof thescalingof a, at higherq2 than everbefore.The spectraofinclusive

I-and 2-jetcross-sectionsas a functionof Pt,as measuredat the CERN Spas [8!

atcenter-of-massenergiesof 540 and 630 GeV. givegood agreementwith lowest-

orderQCD calculations.Quark compositeness(orsubstructure)would imply a

deviationfrom the expectedinclusivejetcross-section(usuallyasa functionofPt).

The higherTe_ra_ronenergywillallowan extensionofthisprobe intounderlying

partonstructure.As some (hopefullypredictable)combinationofjetsislikelyto

accompany new particlestatesat higherenergies,thequantitativeunderstanding

and characterizationofjetpropertiesisextremelyimportant.

Anothermeans ofstudyingthe scalingof a, isthroughdirectphoton produc-

tion.Cross-sectioncalculationshave been done to next-to-leadingorder,allowing

comparisonatthisleveltomeasurements.URlikejets,theanalysisofdirectphoton

dataisnot complicatedby uncertaintiesinfragmentationfunctions.(Fragmentation

functionsaxeempiricallyobtainedfunctionsdescribingthehadronizationprocess).

The cross-section,however,issignificantlysmaller(itscaleswiththeratioofa _M _o

a,),and the backgroundscan be di/_culttodealwith.In particular._'s decaying

to2 photonswith a smallopeninganglecan mimic thedirectphoton signal.

Precisionmeasurementsof W and Z properties(includingtheirmasses,widths,

and distributionsintransversemomenturnl axemade predominantlythroughtheir

decaystoelectronsor positrons:



e_e

where:

W, Z° = boson producedfrom quark/anfiquarkcollision;

e = electron or positron produced from boson decay;

v = (anti)-neutrinoproducedinW decay;

X = low-Ptfragmentsfrom spectatorquark interactionsin the underlying

event.

The Z mass isderiveddirectlyfrom the invariantmass of the 2 electrons.The

transversemass isthe distributionfrom which the mass of the W isdetermined.

and isgivenby:

_ = 2P_P;'(I- _o,0,_)

where:

MT = transverse mass of the W;

P_ = transversemomentum oftheelectron:

P_ = transverse momentum of the neutrino:



OeL,= the angle between the electron and the neutrino in the plane transverse

to the incoming beam.

The Pt of thechargedleptonismeasured directly,whilethe Pt ofthe neutrinois

inferred_om themeasurement of'theelectronPtand theremainingPt intheevent:

P_'= -(P_ + Ptx )= -(visiblePt).

Itisclearfrom both ofthesecasesthattheoverallelectronenergyresolutionisof

majorimportanceinmeasuringtheboson masses.InthecaseoftheW, theresolu-

tioninMPt alsocontributessignificantly.The hadronicenergyresolution,on which

theresolutioninMP_ depends,isalsoimportant,especiallyinthedeterminationof

the W" transversemomentum. Measurements ofW and Z propertiesof increasing

precisionduringthe coming decadewillhelp to providemore exactingtestsofthe

StandardModel.

ConstraintsbetweenvariousStandardModel parametersallowforthedetermi-

nationof otherquantitiesof interestfrom vectorboson mass measurements.For

example,usingtherenormalizationscheme ofSirlinil3l:

• ')

= 1 -

where:

O,v = the Weinbergangle;

M,v = mass oftheW:

_. = mass oftheZ °.

The currentvalueforsin-'0,,,derivedfrom world-averageW and Z mass measure-

ments obtainedfrom hadron coLliderdata is0.2275:-0.0052;,4:.The top quark

mass isnow constrained,throughmeasurements of the W (again.obtainedfrom

hadroncoUiderdata)and Z masses(obtainedfrom theLEP experimentsat CERN)
-i,-40 Ge t" Ge 1"

to 128_48_ fora tOO_ mass Higgsi4!.
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Having been shown by direct experimental evidence to have a mass greater than

thatof the W (-_/'to__ 89 _ at the 95% confidencelevel!5]),the top quark is

most accessiblethroughthechanneh

- _-,=m* .....

q_ ---* tt -----.W _"- W-- - 56

Since the b-quarks result in jets (of generally low P_), the final states resulting from

tt production that offer the most promise for top quark detection are those wherein

one or both W's decay to leptons:

W't',W-,b,b ---* l,v+jets (1) (branching ratio,_ 30%)

----.I,l',u,0_+ jets (2) (branchingratio_ 5% ).

In both cases,one or more high-Ptchargedleptons,missingenergy,and jetsare

theoutstandingdetectableeventcomponents. Process(2)islikelyto holdmore

promise,despiteitsreducedbranchingratio,as the backgroundsarelessdifficult

todealwith.In particular,process(I)has to compete withthebackgroundQCD

process:

Pi__ W ,-- jets

I

[,v

For a top mass not verymuch higherthan themass ofthe W, the Pt spectrumof

thejetsproduced in thetwo casesisappreciablydifferent(jetsresultingfrom top

productionare,on average,ofhigherP_ than thoseproducedin the above case),

and shouldallowforan appropriatecuttoincreasethesignal-to-noise.Good energy

resolutiontoaidinjet-Ptmeasurementswillbe ofbenefithere.Two primarysources

ofbackgroundforthe dileptonchannelare:

(1) p_---- Z° '-jets

11



with either

(a) Z ° ---. e, e or _,

or

(b) Z ° --. r, _ ---. e, neutrinos+

and

(2) PiV-'-" W'+ + W'- _ jets,

with both W's decaying leptonically. In (la), a cut on the invarianr mass of the

dilepton pair reduces the background significantly. Studies (limited to a top mass

<_2M, o) have suggested !7! that process (lb) is the primary source of background

for a final top state containing a high-Pt electron and a high-Pt muon. Monte carlo

simulations indicate i7] that an appropriate cut on the azimuthal angle between the

leptons enhances the signal-to-noise considerably. It is this distinctive e,/_ channel

that is believed to hold the most promise for the discovery of the top quark at the

Tevatron. Superior lepton identification and coverage and good energy resolution

for jet-Pt and MPe measurements will dearly help in searching for the top quark in

all of the above decay channels.

The DO Detector

The DO Detector consists of three major subdetectors: central tracking, calorime-

try, and the muon system. It stresses good electron identification. 47r muon cov-

erage, and hermetic highly-segmented calorimetry with excellent energy resolution.

The central tracking detectors provide tracking information on charged particles

produced from the collisions. Precision measurements of both electromagnetic and

hadronic energy are provided by the caiorlmeters, while the outlying muon sys-

tem provides momentum measurements and additional tracking information on the

muons produced.

The detectorcontainsno centralmagnetic field.The philosophyisthat,at

Tevatronenergies,directcalorimetricmeasurements ofjetand leptonenergiesis
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more important than momentum determination obtained from crack curvature. An

emphasis on calorhnetr/c measurements treats neutral and charged particles (at the

core of jets, for instance) in very much the same way. A central magnetic field

would require amore comp_licated, and larger, tracking system, hence expanding

the overall dimensions (and cost) of the detector. An inner magnetic system also

places a large amount of material between the collision region and the calorimeter,

degrading calorimeter resolution and performance. Physics expectations dictate the

importance of good measurements of M'Pt and overall event energy ac the Tevacron -

DO has opted for a compact, non-magnetic design in order co accomplish these goals

within reasonable size and cost constraints. Figure (1) shows a cutaway drawing of

the detector. The components of the various subdeteccors are described below.

Coordinate Systems

There are a number of relevant geometrical variables and coordinate systems used

by the dL_erent subdetectors. The incident proton-antiproton beams travel along

the Z-axis, with +Z pointing south. +X points due east, and the .Y axis points

vertically upward. The r and _ coordinates are analogous to those in cylindrical

coordinates:

r ----perpendiculardistanceto thebeam axis:

= theangle(measuredin theclockwisedirectionwhen lookingsouth

alongthe Z-axis)withrespectto the+X axis(0- 2_r).

The angle8 istheusualpolarangle,subtending0 - _r.The pseudorapidity,given

thesymbol 77,has become a fundamentalvariableinhigh-energyphysics,itsutility

isrelatedto thefactthatthe charged-particlemultiplicitydistributioninhadronic

collisions,asa functionof7/,isflatfora large17range.Itisdefmed by:

,o
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The most commonly used set of variables is (r, _, 17).The others above are presented

for completeness.

Central Tr_

The.D0 central tracking system consists of an inner vertex chamber, a transition

radiation detector, forward-backward drift chambers, and a central drift chamber

(see Figure (2)). References [19-22] contain more detailed descriptions of the differ-

ent DO tracking subdetectors. Immediately surrounding the beampipe is the vertex

chamber. It was designed for the precise spatial measurement of charged particle

tracks that occur close to the intersection region, with the goal of being able to

reconstruct both primary and secondary decay vertices. (Primary vertices are im-

portant for overall event reconstruction: secondary vertices aid in the identification

of heavy quark mesons and leptons that decay some distance from the interaction

point.) The chamber also provides _E"_z measurements of charged particle tracks,

which enables one to distinguish unopened e +e- pairs (which result from photon

conversions) from single electrons. Beam tests of a prototype in 1987 gave 50#m

spatial resolution at 8 mm drift distance, and two-track discrimination of better

than 90% for track separations exceeding 700_m i20]o

DO employs a transition radiation detector (TED), located just outside the ver-

tex detector, in order to aid in electron identification. The detector measures the

energies of X-rays that are produced as charged particles cross the boundary between

materials of two difl'_ent dielectric constants. The intensity of the X-rays produced

is proportional to ?, the Lorentz factor, of the incident particle. Particles of different

mass (electrons and charged pions, for example) but of the same momentum will

have di/Yerent Loren_z factors, providing the basis for particle identification. The

X-rays are produced in radially concentric sets of poiypropylene foils, and create

photoelectrons in conversion zones of the detector which are filled with xenon gas.

The resulting ionization charge drifts r_dially outward to a proportional wire cham-

ber region, where it is amplified and collected. The TtLD provides exceilent electron

identificationto r__. t.0.A 50:1 pionrejectionfactorat 90% electrondetection
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efficiency was measured in tests of the DO TED at Saclay in France i19].

The central drift chamber (CDC) Ues in the next radial region (51.8 to 71.9 cm).

It provides further tracking information, and o/t'ers additional dE:G"measurements to

aid in the identification of unop_xl_d e. e- pairs. Photons chat convert prior to the

TED (which will still be identified as electrons therein) will be identified by -_

measurements and/or the lack of a charged particle track in the vertex chamber.

Those that convert in the TED, but pass its electron selection criteria, will be

identified by both the lack of a track in the vertex chamber, and dE_ measurements

of the e+e - pair in the central drift chamber. _r°'s are another copious source of

background, as they can mimic electrons through their rapid decay co 2 photons.

The tracking system will help reject the background from this source as we]].

The CDC consists of sets of 32 drift cells in each of 4 concentric layers, with

each cell containing 7 radia]/y displaced sense wires that run the length of the

chamber. The r - _ coordinates are obtained from knowledge of the wire position

and measurement of the drift time of the signal produced on the sense wire by

ionization of the drhet gas (an argon/methane/carbon-dioxide mixture). The axial

position is obtained from signs_ induced on delay lines, located at the inner- and

outermost radius of each drift cell. Time information at both ends of each delay line

gives a measurement of the axial coordinate to 3 ram. Each of the 4 layers is rotated

I/2 of a cell width from that of its neighboring layer, in order co resolve the left-

right ambiguity within a ceil, enhance two-track separation, and aid in calibration.

Figure (3) shows an end-on view of a section of the CDC.

The characteristics and design goals of the forward/backward chambers are sim-

ilar to that of the central drift chamber. They consist of a phi module, which mea-

sures the r - _ coordinate using wires chat run axially, situated between two cheta

chambers, which measure the rI coordinate. The forward/backward drift chambers,

togetherwith the centraldriftchamber,givefulltrackingand d_ iRforrna_ionco

_ _ 3.5.
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DO Calorimetry.

The heart of DO is uraninm/Uquld argon sampling calorimetry for the measure-

ment of incident particle and jet energies. Particles incident on a material of high

atomic number (hi,h-Z) initiate a cascade or__.ho_wer" of low energy secondary p__ar-

tides. In sampling calorimetry, layers of hi_h-Z absorber are alternated with active

material, where the energy of these secondaries is measured via charge collected

from the resulting ionization of the active medium. The DO calorimetry is housed

in 3 separate cryostats: one central (CC) and two end (EC) calorimeters. Each

calorimeter is subdivided into three sections: the electromagnetic, fine hadronic,

and coarse (or outer) hadronic sections. Figure (4) shows a cutaway view of the DO

calorimeters.

The physics a_ DO calls for calorimetry with good energy resolution, a high degree

of segmentation to enhance electron identification and resolve jets, and hermeticity

for good missing transverse momentum measurements to allow for the "detection"

of neutrinos and other non-interacting particles. Fine longitudinal and lateral seg-

mentation helps co distinguish electrons from hadrons on the basis of the shapes and

development of the showers they create: electron showers develop earlier, and are

more finely col/hna_ed, than hadronic ones. Such segmentation also helps distin_sh

sin_e photons from overlapping pairs resulting from meson decay. Uranium/Uquid

argon calorimetry for DO has been chosen with the above goals in mind. It is hermetic

(full coverage to 2 degrees of the beam axis), easily segmented, and homogeneous in

response (offering signal unifornticy and relative ease of calibration). The fact that

it is operated as a unit-gain ionization chamber makes its response stable over time.

It offers excellent energy resolution, and it is approximately compensating (response

to electrons = response co hadrons), a crucial factor in calorimetric measurements.

The high density of uranium also allows for a compact detector that will contain

shower energy while reducing cost.

Beam tests of calorimeter modules performed in 1987 at the Fernu _ational

.-_.ccelerator Laboratory i29! found the response of the CC electromagnetic modules
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to be linear to better than 1% over the energy range from 10 to 150 GeV. The

deviation from linearity of the EC middle hadronic modules in the same energy

range was less than 2%. The average _ ratio (response to electrons/response to

pions) was measured to be_l.03, and varied from 1.08 at 10 GeV to 1.00 at 150

GeV. The measured energy resolution was _ for the electroma_xetic modules,

and _ for the hadronic. Purther details about the calorimetry can be found in

Chapters HI and VI.

Muon System

Muons do not shower and, as a result, are very penetrating and deposit lit-

tle enersy in matter. Because muous deposit a small fraction of their energy in

the calorimeter, sufficiently accurate measurements of overall event Pe must include

a non-calorimetric determination of the muon Pt. A separate system to provide

both muon momentum and position information, situated furthest from the inter-

action region, is part of the DO design. Some combination of a reconstructed track

in the outer muon system, associated minimum-ionizing energy deposition in the

calorimeters, and correlation of muon tracking information with that from the cen-

tral track/ns detectors, is the experimental signature for muon production.

The DO muon system gives full muon coverase down to 5 desrees from the beam

axis. It consists of sets of proportional drift tubes (PDT's) both inside and outside

either a central or 2 end iron-filled toroidal magnets, magnetized to _ 2 Tesla.

The azimuthal field causes deflections in the r-Z plane, which are measured via

reconstruction of the tracking/nformation (and hence the bend angle) from both

the i inner and 2 outer chambers. The muon exit direction is obtained from the

2 outer chambers (which are I to 2 meters apart), and information from both the

primary interaction vertex and the central dr/It chamber aids in determination of

the entry direction. The Z-information of the track is obtained from induced sisnals

on chevron-shaped vernier pads that are capacitively-coupled to the PDT wires.

Cosmic ray tests of proportional drift chambers save drift time resolutions of

200 #m, and resolution from the vernier pad information in Z of _ 3 nun. The
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momentum resolution, for muon Pt below about 300 c_....Ev,is limited by Coulomb

scattering in the toroid, and is approximately given by _ _ 18% I171.p

The full thickness of the DO detector (toroids plus calorimeters) is about 13.3

)_HVTat_90 de_'ees and 18 XINT_at 11 de_'ees, which helps eliminate punchthrou_]z

of hadronic shower energy and its possibility of simulating muon tracks. (_HVT,

the nuclear interaction length, sets the scale for the longitudinal development of

hadronic showers). The number of interaction lengths required to contain 99% of

the shower energy increases only slightly with ener_y, and approximately 9 _INT

are required to contain 99% of the energy deposited by 210 GeV pions !26]. While

resolving electrons within jets of high multiplicity can be di_cnlt, the thickness

oi"the DO toroids has been designed to enhance the detection oi" muons in this

environment. This feature, combined with its hermeticity, will allow DO to exploit

as fully as possible the complementary characteristics of this other important lepton

chaunel.
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CHAPTER III

CALORIMETRY IN HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS.

THE DO CALORIMETER

With the increiLse of availab-le-+center-of--'_'ass ener_" in high energy +c:oUisiox/s "

came the capability to probe deeper into particle substructure. Much of the empha-

sis in hi_h-ener_" exper/ments has shifted from the detection of individual parti-

cles to the accurate measurement of overall event energy characteristics (e.g., miss-

ing transverse energy and momentum, total event energy, transverse momentum).- ....

quark-antiquark interactions, and the resulting event topolog/es (jets, etc.), have

become the processes of interest. Calorimetry provides a techn/cal/y viable means

of performing such measurements, with intrinsic characteristics (resotution, size re-

qu/rements, triggering capability) that are well-suited to the goals of high energy

experiments.

Calorimetric processes

A particle entering a block of matter loses energy by a number of di_erent pro-

cesses. The overall evolution of the energy loss can in most cases be described by a

cascade of lower energy secondary particles, of transverse and longitudinal __. -.':

sionJ and other characteristics that are now reasonably well understood. The c_.
,;_-"-,I_ . -

metric technique involves measuring the energy of these secondaries, and ini'err_._.

the energy of the incident particle(s) that created them. In essence, calorimeters .....

are used in high energy physics to contain, localize, and measure the energies of

particles and jets.

The "showers" can be separated into 2 distinct types: electromagnetic an_.

hadron/c, named for the primary particles that initiate them. Each is discussed

separately below. The energy loss of minimum ionizing particles (which do not

shower) will be discussed in Chapter V.

Electroma_netic S howers

A qualitative description of electromagnetic shower development that adequately
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illustrates many of its essential quantitative features has been presented by Heitler

125] (see Figure (5)). A hi_h-enersy (> GeV) electron of"energy En incident on a

material will, after traversing _ 1 radiation length (to be defined shorl:ly), radiate

a photon, resulting in an electron and a photon each of average energy _.--_.In the

second radiation length, the photon produces an e +e- pair (each of energy En_-), while

the electron radiates another photon. After 2 radiation lengths, then. there exist 4

particles - 2 electrons, I positron, and I photon - each con_ainin_ approximately 4

of the enersy of"the original (primary) electron. (Electrons and positrons are treated

on an equal footing with respect to energy loss in _he model).

The electromagnetic cascade develops in such a manner until the mean energy

of the secondary particles reaches the critical energy _. _vh/ch is the ooint where

particle multipUcarion no longer occurs. Energy loss after this point is dominated

by ionization losses (for electrons and positrons) and Compton scattering and the

photoelectric effect (for photons). For energies above the critical energy, electrons

and positrons lose energy predo_tly through the creation of a photon, and

photons lose energy through the creation of"2 charged particles (e _"e- pair). Below

the critical ener&7, electrons produce no new photons, and photons create a new

electron, concon_tant!y being absorbed (photoelectric effect) or scattered (Compton

scattering). The electron produced via these soft photon processes are below the

critical ener_, and are not energetic enough to cascade further. .kt the critical

ener_, therefore, the number of"particles in the shower has reached its m_rirnnm.

The model assumes that electrons and positrons above the critical energy lose

their energy through radiation only, and by ionization only for energies below the

critical energy. Photons above the critical energy are assumed to lose energy through

pair production only, and by Compton scattering and the photoelectric effect below

the critical energy.

A simple mathematical description o_ electromagnetic shower development can

be deduced from _he model. The number of"particles present in the shower after t
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radiationlengths,N(t),increasesexponentiallywitht:

N(t)= 2' = _,,.a_. (1)

Their awrage energy is:

E._(0= Eo_-. (2) I

Solving for t in equation (2) gives the depth at which the average energy of a shower

particle is equal to some energy E':

t(E')= (3)ln2 "

The shower maximum occurs at E' = e:

implyingthatthe depth inradiationlengthsof the maximum of the showerina

givenmaterialgoes likethe logarithmof the incidentenergy.This can be used

to crudelysetthe scaleforthe increue of electromagneticcalorimetersizethat

wouldbe necessarytocontainshowerenergy,withincreasingenergyoftheprimary

particles.

The number ofparticlesin the showerat thecriticalenergyisproportionalto

theincidentenergy:

Sinceinthismodel electrons,positrons,and photonsarepresentinequalnumbers

atenergiesabove thecriticalenergyi25},theintegratednumber ofchargedparticle

tracksthat have been presentin the materialup to the pointwhen the average

particleenergyisequaltothecriticalenergyisgivenby:

2
["'" Y(t)dt. (S)
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For Eo _, e (which holds for co_der energies), this beomes:

2E.
N,o,= 3dn'--Z' (T)

The total track length, then, is-.proportional to-the incident energy. Since it.is

Msumed in the model that no more multiplication occurs at particle energies below

the critical energy, JVtotis the total number of tracks produced by the cascade. (It

is important to note that all of the above presumes a homogeneous medium.) If we

assume that the charged particle tracks produce the measurable signal by ionization

of the medium, the statistical error in that measurement is equal to V_ (the

factor of v_ arises from the fact that the electrons and positrons are produced in

pairs, making the statistical fluctuations of their numbers correlatedl. It follows

that:

v Eo (8)

and the resolution becomes:

_(E) V_
= = (g)

(10)
_=V 4 '

Eqtmcion (9) conca.insa fundamental feature of calorimetric measurements of

electromagnetic energy: the contribution to the resolution that results from the

statisticaUy-governed fluctuations in the number of charged particle tracks is pro-

porfiona] to v-'_o"For properly designed calorimeters, therefore, the fractional reso-

lution can be expected to improve with increasing energy. Note also (from Equation

(7)) that the measurable signal is linear in the incident energy; this is another signif-

icant featureofcalorimetricmeasurements.Thesecharacteristicshavehelpedmake

calorimetersthe detectorofchoiceat colliders,where theimportanceofenergyde-

terminationsand associatedresolutionsisofpararnounzimportance.The constant
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given by Equation (10) is proportional to V_, implying that lowering the critical

energy can help improve the resolution. (This is not surprising, as Equation (7)

says that lowering the critical energy will, for a given incident energy, result in _he

increase of the total number of tracks produ_. The resolution will. therefore, i_-

prove.) For many homogeneous calorimeters, where the number of charged,particle

tracks is large, the statistical fluctuations in their numbers is not the dominant fac-

tor in determin/ns the ener57 resolution. Energy resolutions of _ _o have been

obtained, for example, in homogeneous calorimeters made of bismuth germanium

oxide crystal (BGO) [28]. In sampling calorimetry, however, where passive (high-Z

absorber) layers are interleaved with active (lower-Z readout) material, the smaller

number of tracks detected in the readout layers is often the factor that dominates

the energy resolution. _'vlorewill be said about this below.

Electromagnetic shower development depends primarily on the electron density,

and hence Z, of the material. Many of its features can therefore be described, with

the proper choice of units, in an approximately material-independent way. The

radiation length, defined as she amount of material that a high-energy (> GeV)

electron traverses in losing 63.2% (I - _) of its energy to radiation, allows for such

a description, and is given approximately by:

z-- . (11)

The critical energy, described above and defined as she energy as which electrons lose

equal amounts of energy to ionization and bremsscrah/ung, is given approximately

by:

550 (MeV). (12)

The lateral spread of an electromagnetic shower is caused by the th_ite angle of

em/ssion of bremsscrah/ung photons and by multiple scattering of the electrons by

the absorbr.r. In the latter stages of shower development, the radius of the shower

scales with the Moliere radius, defined as the average lateral deflection of an electron
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j' i ti6 : 42.74
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 -82 o.49 i- ....
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Table II_,_: Shower parameters for al_mi_um, copper, lead, and uranium.

of cherry e after it traverses one radiation length. An approximate mathematical

formula is given by:

21Xn 7A(g)
= ---- (t3)

Approximately 90 to 95% of the shower energy is tone,tined in 2.5 Ore. Table Ill.1

shows a List of important shower parameters for 4 difl'erent ma_eria]_, as obtained

from EquAtious ( 11 - 13) and (22).

The design of a calorimeter allows for a choice among many difl'erent materi-

ak. Because the low- and hi,h-energy processes that contribute to electromagnetic

shower development are treated as two quite distinct regimes with very different

characteristics, the Z-dependence (which is the most relevant variable) of these pro-

cesses is of both practical and theoretical interest. Figure (6) shows the results of

calculations of the cross-sections for (or energy loss by) various mechanisms, as a

£unction of incident energy for three different materials, for photons and electrons,

respec_ive|y. The critical energy for electrons and the energy for photons at which

the tosses due to Compton scattering dom/nate those from pair production are seen

to roughly scale as _. Fi_tre (T) shows the |on_itudinal development of I0 GeV elec-

tromagnetic showers in 3 dLq'eren_materials. The shift of the maximum energy loss

to hi_her radiation lengths for materials of larger Z is because multiplication con-

tinues to lower energies: the slower decay for high-Z media is because lower energy

electrons still radiate. Both efl'ec_s are attributable to the lowering of the critical

energy with increasing Z, as seen in Figure (6) and Equation (12). Figure (6) also
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illustrates the Z-dependence of the contribution from the photoelectric e_ect, an

important reaction in shower development. In carbon: the process plays practically

no role at all, while in uranium it dominates at photon energies below _. 0.7 MeV.

The Z s _'oss-section dependence_of the photoelectric e/_ect, and its dominance at

the hi_2/y-poputated low photon energies, has hnportant consequences for sampllng

calorimetry, as will be discussed later.

Rmuiout substances, in which charged-particle tracks are detected, are generally

materials of low Z. A ca/or/meter designed to contain showers of a given ener_

and composed entirely of such a materia/would have to be prohibitively large in

order to contain a/l of the shower energy. (Such shower conta_ment is important,

as fluctuations in the measured energy introduced by incomplete containment can

significantly degrade the resolution.) A pure liquid argon calorimeter of a depth of 25

radiation lengths (which gives _ 95% containment of electron showers at Tevatron

energies) wouI_ require a depth of about 3.5 meters. This is far too large, and quite

costly.

SampLing calorimetry, which a/ternates high-Z absorber material (in which show-

era develop) with lower-Z readout material (in which the charged-particle tracks

produce measurable signal through ionisation of the readout medium), helps to re-

strict the longitudinal dhnension of the shower. The size of the calorimeter is thus

held in check, but at a price: ordy a portion of the energy is ac_uaJlv sampled, since

the energy lost by shower particles as they traverse the absorber is invisible. The

mean energ7 of shower particles at the shower maximum (see Equations (2-4)) is

equal to the critical energy, which is _ 6 MeV for uranium. The range of a 6 MeV

electron in uranium is _ 3 mm. Thus, for utah/urn absorber layers of < 3 ram, the

charged shower particles of energy e can be expected to escape the absorber layers

for detection in the active material. Such considerations are important in detector

design.

The ult/matequantityofinterestisthetotalenergylostby theincidentparticle

asittraversesthecalorimeter,whichinmost casesisequaltotheincidentenergy.In
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order to correct for the energy lost in the absorber plates. (i.e.. to convert measured

readout to total energy loss), the sampling fraction is defined:

dE %m'p " dZ,_ct|ve< _ _'act,ve
SF = (14)

<] _ m,p> ablor6e_._dZabjor6er.L_< _ > m,. . dZ_et,vedz'- actsve

where < _ >m'P is _he mean _ value for a minimum ionizing particle in the

absorber or active layer, and d= is the thickness of material. This number gives the

fraction of the energy deposited in the active layers by a mlr,im, rn ionizing particle

traversing the calorimeter. Dividing a given signal (obtained from the readout of

the charge collected from the ionization of the active material) by the sampling

fraction gives the amount of total energy (i.e.: ener_,,ylost in both the absorber and

readout layers) that a minimum ionizing particle, producing an identical signal in the

readout layers, would lose in the calorimeter. Since the large majority of particles

that ionize the active medium in the electroma_rnetic cascade are soft and hence

mi,im,m ionizing (in fact, the Heitler model assumes that all energy deposited is

rni,_im,m ionizing), this number applies, with a modification, to electromagnetic

showers as well.

The low-ener87 regime is where the photoelectric effect begins to dominate the

photon cross-section in hiKh-Z materials (see Fi_tre (6)). The cross-section for

the photoelectric effect goes as ._ Z s, implying that, for absorbers of very high Z,

the soft photon component will interact ahnost exclusively in the absorber. The

electrons produced are generally of insui_cient energy to escape the passive layer,

and hence are not sampled. This effect begins to dominate the energy resolution in

practical electromagnetic sampling calorimeters: for materials of increasing Z, the

degradation in energy reso|ution due to the behavior of the soft photon component

dominates the improvement in the resolution resulting from the increase in the total

rtumber of tracks produced (;.e., the lowering of the critical energy). One would

therefore expect the energy resolution to be worse in calorimeters of increasing Z,

for active layers of the same thickness and material. This has in practice been found

to be true i261.
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Monte carlo simulations have shown that for I0 GeV electron showers in either

uranium or lead, approximately 40% of the detectable energy is deposited by par-

tides of energy below I ,'vIeV [26]. If one were to build a ca/or/meter capable of

containing both an electron and a minimum-ioniz-mg muon, measure the respon.s_e

to each at equal energies, and correct for the sampling fraction, the response for

electrons would, in general, be lower. This is because of the large fraction of soft

tracks in electron showers that are not energetic enough to emerge from the absorber

plates, and so do not contribute to the signal. Minimum ionizing particles, which do

not shower, deposit all of their visible energy by ionization in the readout gap; there

is little or no contribution to the signal that results from reactions (or showering)

in the absorber plates. In general, then, the fraction of the visible energy seen in

electron showers is smaller than that fraction seen for a minimum-ionizing particle;

the ratio of these two fractions is known as the _ ratio. I A typical value, obtained

from monte carlo simulations i31], is:

e
-- 0.5. (15)
mip

Analysis of the muon response in a detector calibrated with electrons requires careful

application of this number. The use of the _ ratio in this study will be discussed

in a later chapter.

Forthe DO calorimeter,the samplingfractionintheelectromagneticsecuonis

12%, and the criticalenergyforuranium is_-6 MeV. AlteringEquation(7)to

applyto samplingcalorimetersgives:

Ntot= 2Eo .SF (16)
3e/n2

and the resolution becomes:

I We no_e zhe distraction between the energy-dependent quantity _, and the idealized, enezgy-

independent quantity _;G" For a moze complete discussion of ¢ltis, see (31].
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where

_'= -=. (18)
_/SF

Using the above numbers, we obtain:

_(E) 16.1%
-'_ = "_oo (_.9)

where Eo is expressed in GeV. This is to be compared to the resolution for electrons

measured in portions of the DO electromagnetic calorimeter in the 1987 test beam

a_ Ferm/_b !29}:

o,(E) C,6.2±1.z)%
-E- = _Z_ (20)

The preaictions derived from this semi-quantitative model agree quite well with the

measurements.

Hadronic Showers

The basic features of hadron/c calorimetry are similar to those of electr,Jmagnefic

ca/orimetry, but the larger number of processes contributing to the development of

the shower result in a more complicated description. To date, no monte carlo exists

that completely and successfully describes hadronic shower development.

A hish-energy hadron incident on a block of material will eventually interact

with a nucleus of the medium via the strong interaction. The most probable result

is the proauction of mesons t'Ir=.._u, i{.± K'L 77),with an excited nucleus produced in

the process. The nucleus releases its energy by the production of nucleons, photons,

and mesons, in addition to losing some of its kinetic energy via ionization from recoil

in the medium. The resulting particles produced (mesons. nucleons, and photons)

either lose their energy bv ionization, or interact further in the material, or decay.

Hadronic particles thus initiate showers, conceptuaUy similar co their eiectromag-

netic counterparts, but with dimensions characterized bv the nuclear interaction

leng_'1, Ar.VT:

_[NT = 35A_ c-"_-' '
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where A is the atomic number of the material. As with the radiation length, the lon-

gitudinal and transverseprofilesoftheshowerscalewithA INT forhadronicshowers,

inan approximatelymaterial-independentway. The depth ofmaterialneededto

contains_howersofa givenenergyincreasesonlysli_htlywithenergy,with_ 6AfNT

neededfor99% containmentof5 GeV showers,and _ 9AINT forsuchcontainment

of210 GeV showers!26].From Equations(11)and (21),itfollowsthat:

AHv...._/.T_, 0.12Z}. (22)Xo

Equation (22) is the basis for particle identHication in calorimeters: the hi?her

the Z of the absorber, the greater the difference between the spatial profiles of

electromagnetic and hadronic cascades. Identification of the primary particle is

made possible by cuts on such shower shapes, and is facilitated in hiEh-Z materials.

The size of the calorimeter necessary for containment of hadronic shower energy is

dictated by AIIVT.

The nuclear binding energy released during the breakup of the nuclei, which can

account for as much as 25% of the energy of the incident hadron, is invisible to most

existingcalorimeters,and isthe sourceof si_0_cantfuctuationsin the detected

hadronsignal.Neutronsproduced do not interactelectromagnetically(inthecon-

textrelevantto thisdiscussion),and hencedepositdirectlyno detectableenergyin

theform ofionization:theydepositenergyexclusivelyby stronginteractions,with

additionalassociatedbindingenergythatremainsundetected.Inadditionto these

losses,the productionofsecondaryparticlesthatdepositlittleorno energyinthe

calorimetercontributes_otheincreasedfluctuationsinthemeasured hadronsignal.

Muons/neutrinos(fromchargedpionor kaon decay,forexample)depositlittle/no

energyin thecalorimeter,and thusescapeonly(atbest)marginallydeteczed./C'_

produced(witha lifetimeofcT _ 15meters)canalsoescape.Efl'ectively.then.con-

tainmentofhadronshowersisa harderproblemthancontainmentofelectromagnetic

ones.The aforementionedprocessesgiveriseto 2 basice/_ects:

(t) thefluctuationsintheenergythatescapesundetectedsi6,nificantlybroadens
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the distribucion of the hadronic shower, making che attainable energy reso-

lution sign/ficantly worse in hadron calorimeters than etectromaBnecic ones;

and

(2) because of such undetectab-'le shower _mpo-nents, the intrinsic energy depo-

sition in an infinite, homogeneous calorimeter will generally be greater for

electrons than for hadrons, at the same incident energy.

The hadronic shower can be thought of as consisting of two components: an

electroma4_netic and non-electromagnetic componenc. _r'J's and q's, which readily

decay to photons, will result in an electromagnecically-induced component of the

hadronic shower, which behaves as described in the beginning of this chapcer. The

portions of the shower chat do noc result in lr'J or q production will behave as a

hadronic shower, with its characteristic large ttuctuations in energy loss and gen-

erally reduced response. Figure (8) shows a monte carlo simulation of the sisal

resulting from a hadron incident on a material, normalized to the incident ener_.

The two distinct shower components are shown, with their characteristic differences

in width and mean ener_,.

The overall hadronic signal, in general, is a convolution of the two curves. The

fraction of the hadronic shower that results in lr_ or q production ([_m) exhibits

large, non-Gaussian fluctuacions ac a fixed incident hadron energy, and its mean

value grows IogarichmicalIy with the energy (< fern :>'_ 0.1 In( E( GeV) ) ). If the

response of the calorimeter to electromaBnecic showers is not the same as that for

hadronlc showers. ( _ _ I), the signal no longer scales Linearty with the energy and,

in general, the resolution will not scale as v-_o" The visible energy distribution

for mono-energecic hadrons will also be non-Gaussian. Equalizing the response of

the calorimeter to the two shower types (K = I) eliminates the concribution to the

energy resolution o/"the fluctuations in fern, and restores Linear. Gaussian response

to hadronic showers. A calorimecer with _ = _ is said to be compensating. ?dl of

the above effects have been observed experimentally.
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Figure (9) shows the results of a monte carlo study of the response of a hadron

calorimeter for dii_erent values of h_c"_,which is defined using the appropriate mean i

_-alues from Figure (8). (hint, is the response of a hadron calorimeter to the non-

electromagnetic component of the hadronic shower.) The signal is significantly no_n-

Linearfor _': ,_ I, while for '---_ = I it is linear over 3 orders of magnitude. Figureh_ntp

(10) shows the measured energy resolution, as a function of energy, for two different

calorimeters: the CDHS calorimeter (_ _ 1.4) and the calorimeter for the HELIOS

experiment (_ _ l ). The resolution scales with _ in the latter case. but shows

si_cant deviation from linearity in the former.

The energy resolution can be expanded in a power series in E:

a'"(E) = a": _ a_E + a'_E" - .... (23)

and, dividing by E e.

= _ + "='E+ at . "'" (24)

At low energies, the first terra on the right hand side will dominate - it is dominated

by electronic noise. The second term on the right is the sampling term, which domi-

nates the resolution in most practical sampling calorimeters, and reflects fluctations

in the signal that are described by statistically-governed processes (such as the sam-

pling fluctuations described above). At high energies, the so-called constant term

(a3) will dominate: it includes calibration errors and other systematic contributions

to the uncertainty in the overall energy scale.

The noise term u_ is in general negligible at GeV or higher energies. Typical

values of ¢_ for hadron calorimeters range from _ 50% to 1.00% (with E in GeV). At

[ TeV, the contribution to the resolution from the sampling term becomes _ _.
v LO00

1.6%. Figure (11) shows a plot of the constant term in the energy resolution as a

function of _ (evaluated at I0 GeV). A deviation from unity of only _ 10% in _ gives

a constant term comparable to the sampling term above. At high energies, then,

h must be very close to I in order to prevent the constant term from dominating
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the resolution. This problem is receiving much attention in Superconducting Super

Collider detector design.

In the early days of the study of calorimetry, it was thought i261 that the most

direct (and perhaps, the only practical) way co achieve compensation was through

the use of urauium absorber. The hadronic portion of the shower was thought to

easily induce fission in the radioactive uranium nuclei, which prompted (primarily)

the production of soft photons. This made some of the hadronic components of

the shower visible in uranium calorimeters that were thought to remain invisible

in calorimeters composed of other materials. It has been shown, however, chat the

photons so produced are of sui_cientiy low energy that their detection in uranium

is significantly reduced (due to the magnitude of the cross-section for the photo-

electric effect in high-Z materials ac low energies), d;mlnlshing the importance _f

the above effect. Uranium has been shown co be neither necessary nor sufficient for

compensation - approximate equalisation of the electron and hadron response has

been realised in detectors of, for instance, lead absorber (using scintillator readout)

by the ZEUS collaboration I32].

It is interesting to note, however, that the preferential absorption of low-energy

photons in materials of high-Z, and the fact that this low-energy component com-

prises a large portion of the electromagnetic signal, helps to reduce the overall re-

sponse of the calorimeter co the electromagnetic component of the hadronic shower.

This helps co equalize the electromagnetic and hadronic response by reducing e.

The compensation of the DO calorimeter (< _ > = 1.03. for incident electrons and

pions of 20 to 150 GeV), with its very high-Z absorber and low-Z readout material,

is thought to be enhanced primarily through the e_ects of this process.

Some Details on the DO Calorimeters

Uranium/liquid argon calorimetry is employed at DO. It is subdivided in angle

into _ 5000 projective square towers that point to the interaction point, each sub-

tending L.lr_X_a_ _ 0.1X0.1. Each tower is further subdivided longicudinaUy into

t he electromagnetic (EM), fine hadronic (FH), and coarse _or outer ] hadronic (CH)
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sections, which provide inforrnacion on the longitudinal shower development. The

3 separate cryosCats contain modules that are designed and stacked in appropriate

ways so as to preserve the projective geometry. These modules are independent

structural units that are mechanically linked to maintain structural integrity and

inter-module spacing. The readout electronics for all three calorimeters is identical, i

with each cryostat consisting of _ 15,000 channels of readout. The central calorime.

ter is the main subject of this study_ and it is the primary focus of the discussion

below.

The choice of uranium/liqu/d argon calorimetry for DO was motivated by a num-

ber of factors. One of the more important reasons is that it is easily segmented. Po-

sition resolution of electromagnetic showers using calorimetric information, which is

important for electron identification, is enhanced with fine transverse se_aencation,

while fine longitudinal segmentation aids in hadron/electron particle identification.

Calorimeters using scint/l/ators as readout material are Limited in the amount of

sedimentation that can be achieved because of the large amount of space required

at each tower boundary to route the signals ouc of the active volume (light guides,

wave shifters, etc.); a high degree of se_nentation would result in a prohibitively

reduced active calorimeter area. Liquid argon readout does not have this compU-

cation, and thus also allows for a calorimetric volume chat has a minimum number

of dead spots. Homogeneity of response is another important advantage in Liquid

argon systems. The calorimeter contains uranium places that lle in a bath of the

argon Liquid. Other than di/Terences in density (or temperature) throughout the

volume (which are small), the response in Liquid argon should be uniform. In prin-

ciple, the absolute calibration (the conversion factor relating umcs of readout (ADC

counts) to energy deposited (in MeV)) can be determined for a/i_nite portion of the

detector, with knowledge of detector parameters (sampLing fractions, capacitance,

etc.) allowing the extrapolation co other portions. Liquid argon is also radiation

hard. The detectorisconscantlvbombarded by radiationduringcolliderrunning

(typicalmean chargedparciclemuitipLicitiescan reach_ 30/eventacTevacronener-
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giu), which in detectors using scintillators can seriously degrade the response over

time. Argon resists such damage due to radiation, with Little or no accompanying

change in detector performance. The calibration is, therefore, stable, and, once

done, should be 8o.od (with m/_r correction, due. to argon purity or temperatuxe

fluctuations) for the life of the detector. 5cintli/ator mus_ be repeatedly calibrated

in test beams. A/so, liquid arson calorimeters are operated as unit-gain ionization

chambers, which allows for system stability over time. Fluctuations in the gain of

devices run in proportional mode (such as gas calorimeters) can be di_cuit to char-

acterize and control. Also, because such detectors rely on multiplication of'a smal/

number of primary ionization electrons, small fluctuations in the numbers of such

primaries can have a large impact on the signal.-' There is no such amplification

of the signal in the argon in the DO calorimeter: the number of"primary electrons

collected in the gap is comparatively large in liquid media, making such fluctuations

in the number of primaries a relatively insi_Lificant problem.

Uranium is a very. high-Z material which, as discussed above, allows for a very

compact detector that reduces both size and cost. Particle identification on the basis

of lonsitudinal shower development is enhanced in calorimeters employing hlgh-Z

absorbers as weU. As mentioned above, the use oi" uranium is neither necessary

nor sui_cient to ensure compensation, but its nuclear characteristics are believed to

contribute to equalizing the response to electrons and hadrons.

The most obvious disadvantage oi"using liquid argon is the cryogenic environment

that it requires. Particles emanating from the event vertex lose energy in passing

through the stainless steel cryostat waUs. b'n/ess measures are taken to try to

sample this energy, it is not detected, and corrections must be modelled and applied

to the data. Bu.i/ding a hermetic calorimeter is a difficult technical challenge in

cryogenic sytems as wet/: DO uses three cryostats (one central, one forward, and one

backward) to accomplish this goal. Because i_ is a unit-gain svstern, the t_timate

_Large fluctuations m the primaries can result, for example, from a small number of shower

particles trave]J.ing far distances, parallel to the plates, within the gap of active material.
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size of the signals is smal/(_ femto- or picocoulombs), which dictates that proper

hi 'attention be paid to s elding the sisna_ as they emerge from the cryostat, and to

proper grounding. (_Iore will be said about this later.) The speed of the charge

collection can also be a problem: the full widt.h_of t_he liquid argon pulse at DO is.

400 nanoseconds. Thls is well below the 3.5 _sec crossing time (see below) used at

present, but wiU become a di/_culty for future experiments, where _ 150 nanosecond

collection times (or less) will be required. Also, uranium has the disadvantage of

b_Ins di_cu/t to work with - |t is radioactive, which requires that special care be

taken in handling it, and it is dJ/_cu/t to machine.

The basic lon_itudina/un/t in the calorimetry is the umt ceil; Flsure (12) shows

a longitudinal section through a portion of a calorimeter module. It consists of one

uraninm (or, where applicable, copper) absorber plate, one liquid ar_on gap, and

one signal board situated in the middle of the gap. All arson gaps are 4.6 mm (2.3

ram on either side of the si_aai boards), but the thickness of the absorber plstes

varies from section to section. The signal boards contain a copper plane sandwiched

between two layers of G-10, onto which copper readout pads of appropriate size

are etched. Most of the pads are of size _XA¢_ _ 0.1X0.I, as described above,

and therefore increase in size with radial distance from the beam axis. A layer of

graphite-loaded resistive epoxy of _ .001 inches thickness is applied to the outside

of the boards, which plays the role of the high voha_e electrode: the uranium is at

ground. Shower particles, upon traversing the gap, ionize the argon. Positive high

voltage of 2.5 KV is applied to the resistive cost on both sides of the boards, which

provides the drift field for this ionization. The ionization current is capacitively

coupled from the resistive layer to the signal pads, which thus sample the charge.

The G-10 between the coat and the copper pad (called the biocking capacitor)

decouples the high voltage from the preamplifiers, whose inputs are directly con.

r_ected to the pad through copper traces that route the signals out of the ¢ryostat.

As negative electrons drift through the gap and c_ec_ on the resistive coa_. there

is a concomhant decrease in the local voltage at _he pad. Positive charge collects
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on the pad in response to the exce_s of negative charge at the resistive coat, which

creates s current that is intqrated by the preamplifier. The resistance-per-unit.area

of the resistive coat is chosen so that the voltage chanse ac the pad is in fact a local

one. pad-to-pad_c.oupli_S shpuld be small t.2 pre'Tent cross-taLk between neighboring

cells. In addition, the resistance between the psck and the hi&h voltage must be

larse enough so that the voltage drop upon e.hazse collection is not immediately can-

celled by the high voltage supply. To accomplish the above with individual resistors

would requ/re elements capable of withstandin 8 steady-st&re liquid argon tempera-

tures (_ 70 de81'ees Kelvin), as well as frequent cryogen/c cycling from very low to

room temperatures. The resistive epoxy, which is sprayed on to the readout boards,

el/minates this aspect of the problem.

A un/t cell consists of _ t .Io of material in the electromagnetic sections, _. 0.06

,_ITVTin the fine hadronlc section, and _. 0.3 ,_HVTin the coarse hadronic. In general,

a given readout sis_al consists of the output from more than one unit cell: cells of

a fixed 17and _ are locally ganged (longitu,i,nAlly) before they are read out. An

independent readout channel, then, is a sum of the signals in a number of different

unit cells. At s fixed radius in the central calorimeter (called a layer), the number

of unit cells contributing to the sum is the same for all _ and _.

The central calorimeter (CC) is composed of 64 trapezoidally-shaped modules

oriented parallel to the incident beam at.is. The innermost etectroma_necic section

is composed of :32modules, each subtending 0.2 radians in _, and is composed of"21

radiation lengths of material. The signal is sampled longitudinally 4 times, at 2, 4,

11, and 21 radiation lengths. The transverse se_nentation is 0.i X 0.I in L.IrI.Y_,

except in the third electromagnetic layer (near the maximum for eieccroma_,_etic

showers) where ic is 4-times as fine (&ITX/-%_ _. 0.05X0.05). The fine segmenta-

cion at shower max/mum helps in the position detennfuacion oi"the electron. The

electromagnetic section uses uran/um plates of 3 mm thickness, separated by the

standard 4.6 nun gap for charge collection, and covers up co ,_i £ 1.2.

The CC fine hadron/c section is similar in construction co the electromagnetic
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section. The sig_tal is read out three times (1.3, 2.3, and 3.1 At._,T), and 6 ram

uranium absorber is used. The longitudinal se_nentation is dictated in part by the

attempt to equalize the capacitance of the readout channels, which is proportional

to both_the pad area and the oumber of ganged cells that make up a readout

channel. The increase in sise of the copper pads with depth is compensated for by

the associated decrease in the longitudinal segmentation. More will be said about

the channel.to.channel capacitance variations, and its effect on the measurements

made, In Chapter VL

Shower energy is read out once in the coarse hadronic section (at 2.9 _tNT). It

employs copper absorber plates of 46,5 rnm thickness. The coarse section provides

the type of sampling that the name implies: lying at the outermost portion of the

calorimeter (between 4 and 7 ,_t/vT"), it samples the final portions of the hadron/c

shower. Resolution and longitudinal shower information is less important here than

gross containment of the shower energy. This motivated the choice for a single

lonsitudinal sampling of the energy (reducing the number of readout channels),

and the choice of copper (which is cheaper, easier to work with, but of lower Z

than uraxLium) as absorber. The transverse seKmentation in both of the hadronic

layers is _t/,Y_ m 0.1X0.1 throughout. Table 111.2 stm3marizes some of the more

important parameters of the central calorimeter.

The endcap calorimeters are conceptually similar to the central calorimeter,

and provide overall coverage to about 2 de_rees of the beam axis, or T?_ ,5. The

fine hadronic section is separated into an inner (l'I-I) and middle (MH) portion.

The electromagnetic section in each endcap consists of one module, with plates

oriented perpendicular to the beam axis, situated closest to the interaction point

and subtending It/: _ 1.3 to 4.2. Transverse segmentation throughout the endcaps

is similar to that of CC for most _ ranges.

The ganged signals for each T7,P tower in a given readout layer in _he detector

are brought to the ends of the module by copper traces in the readout boards.

.kpproximaceiy 12 feet of coax/al cable carries the signal to feedthrough ports located
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..... ti ....................i No._tcel/si T_ess Approx. i _wverse i....

Readout i1 Absorber _ per l per ! _ se$_nentation'lLayer plates ..........i readout layer j readou_ layer .i coverage i (_.XA6) i

EM1 1i'3mmU i 2 2Xo , =1.2 i 0.iX0.'
EM2 ','3mmU _ --2 -- 2.Yo I ± 1.2 ! 0.1X0.1" I

, i i #

EM3 i 3 mmU i 7 7Xo i = 1.1 0.05X0.05
EM4 3 _ U tO 10 Xo , '=l.t 0.1X0.1

FHI 6 mm U I i

FH2 6 _ U t 2]. 1.3 AINT I :h 0.9 I O.].XO.116 1.0AtNT i ± 0.8 I 0.1X0.1
FH$ 6 mm U i 13 0.8 AINT I _ 0.7 i O.1XO.1

CH i 48.5ntm Cu ..........I 9 2.9,_[NT i -- 0.5 : 0.1X0.1 ........

Tablem.2. A few_arametersforthe8 readoutlayersofthecentralcalorimeter.AU

liquidargonreadoutgapsare2 X 2.3mm (seetextfordetails).

on the cryostat body. Twenty-seven-layer feedthrough boards map the signals from

their natur-I coordinate syszem internal to the cryostat (that of a single depth for

all 17and _b) to the geometry relevant for triggering, called the trigger tower. The

trigger tower, which is an q, _ cone of 0.2 X 0.2 (consisting of all depths), is the solid-

angle unit in which rapid hardware and software calculations of total and transverse

momentum are made in order to cull out those events containing the interesting

physics. The signals are then routed via _- 10 feet of twisted pair cable to the

preamplifier boxes, which live azop the cryosta_s. There are t2 preamplifier boxes

that process the DO calorimeter signals, 4 on each cryoszat, with each servicing a

quadrant of the calorimeter on which it sits.

The signals then travel down _ 80 feet of t,wisted pair cable to the baseline

subtractors (BLS), which are housed in crates below the platform that supports the

detector. The signal (i.e., the voltage) is sampled twice at the BLS: jus_ before

its rise (called the base sample) and _ 2.2 #sec later at its peak (peak sample).

(The risetime of the amplified and shaped signal is about 2 #sec.) The base sample

provides a reference voltage, or baseline, that exists in the absence of signals, and

just prior to the particular crossing of interest: it thus accounts for overall drifts
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of the system. The sampling of the collider sis_al itself Is called the peak sample.

The BLS's also sLishtly amplify the signal, do some signal shaping, and allow time-

multiplexing of the signals. The difference between the peak and base is _aken, and

the signal is shipped to a Movable Counting House (MCH), in which the digitisa;ton

is done.

The Tevatron produces counter-rotating bunches of protons and antipro_ons,

which are steered by superconducting malpaets to collide ac the interaction point

(nominally, Z=0) of the detector. The bunches collide every 3.5 #sec, called the

crossin8 time. The interaction rate at colUder luminosity is:

1.0ao
Lo" _ _ (50 millibarns) = 50 kHz. (25)

cm': -- _ec

where cr is the total inelastic l_p cross-section and/; is the luminosity.

The sampling of the si_,mal by the electronics is synchronized to the accelerator,

with the base-to-peak sample time of 2.2/zsec smaller than the 3.5 #sec Tevatron

crossing time. The 1.3 _sec difference is used for transporting and processing the

signal after a given crossing, leaving enough time for our system to recover in order

to acquire data on the following one.

Having received an appropriate signal from the Level 1 trigger indicating the

presence of a po_entia/ly interesting even_, the signals are digitized by 15-bit ADC's.

(The Level 1 trigger is a hardware trigger that provides the first level of even_

filtering; it reduces the rate by about a factor of 500.) The muJ.tiplexing of the

si_mLs at the BLS allows for each ADC to digitize 16 calorimeter signals, reducing

the number of ADC's needed for digitization. The signals are then shipped to one

of 50 Level 2 nodes (a farm of Microvax computers), each containing the filtering

code for the second level of event filtering. The rate into the Level 2 nodes is about

100 Hz. Since the data-writing capability is about I-2 Hz, the Level 2 has been

designed to reduce the data by about a factor of 100. The da_a is _hen shipped to

our host computer, where the data is logged to tape. An event consists of _. 50 to

].00 kbytes of data. gleaned from the ._ 100,000 total channels of detector readout.
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Of most interest in this study is the calorimeter front end electronics (preampli-

tiers, BLS, and ADC). The calorhneter calibration, a primary topic of this thesis,

provides the energy scale to convert from ADC counts to energy deposited in the

calorimeter, and_requfres _a.detalled under_tand_g of the behavior of the front end _..

electronics. More will be said about the properties of the calorhnecer electronics,

and the impact of its behavior on measurement, in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER IV

COSMIC RAYS

It is usefill to classii'y cosmic ray radiation into two categories: primary and

secondary radiati-on. Primly cosmic raysconsists of particles that exist outside of

the earth's atmosphere, free from secondary production therein. Secondary radia-

tion is created when a primary particle impinges upon the atmosphere to produce

secondary reaction products from collisions with the air molecules.

Primary radiation just outside the earth's atmosphere consists primarily of nuclei

whose electrons have been stripped off'. Protons (hydrogen nuclei) are the dominant

component, with helium nuclei providing the bulk of the remaining flux. A small

fraction of the total radiation is composed of heavier nuclei, such as oxygen, carbon,

nitrogen, etc. In general, the relation between the fluxes of the three components,

normalized to the proton flux, is [34}:

1 1

ftuxo,o. :aux : ftux h., 1 : : 6-6 (26)

The flux reaches a maximum at a kinetic energy of _ 300 MeV/ nucleon for all

species. The spectrum fails monotonically at higher energies, following a power law

at kinetic-energies-per-nucleon >... proton mass:

.V(E)dE = (kinetic energy) -_'6 ,IE. (27)

For this discussion, the contribution to the secondary radiation resulting from col-

Lisions of heavier nuclei (> 2m_o,_) with molecules in the earth's atmosphere can

be considered to be negligible.

The atmosphere acts, in essence, Rke a large calorimeter: incident primary par-

tides (mainly protons) interact with nuclei in the atmosphere via the stron_ force,

with secondary production dominated by creation of pions (both char_ed and neu-

tral), but with strangeparticles(i.e.,kaons of variousspecies)and nucleons(sec-

ondaryprotonsand neutrons)alsobeingproduced.Thesesecondariesareproduced
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ina fairlycollimatedstream,witha largeforwardmomentum component.The sec-

ondariesinducenuclearreactionsoftheirown untiltheirenergyis_.I GeV (near

thresholdformultiplepion production).The axisoftheresultingshowerreflects

thedire_ionalityof theincident.primary,with itstransverseand longitudinaldi-

mensionscharacterizedby thenuclearinteractionlengthofair(_ 90_m"_-,about half

thatofuranium),as describedinthepreviouschapter.There isalso,as previously

ducribed,a purelyelectromagneticcomponent tothehadronicshower:thiscascade

isstartedprimarY"y by thedecay ofIr°'s,producedinthehadronicshower,to two

photons.The 7° lifetimeisveryshort(_ 8.4x 10-17seconds),withitsbranching

ratioto 2-photonscloseto 99%. Accordingly,thealmostimmediatedecayof _r°'s

tophotonsresultsintheinitiationofan electromagneticcascade.

Chargedpious,witha mean lifetime_',__.2.6x 10-4 seconds,decaymore slowly

to muons:

:± -./z- + v. (branching ratio _ 100%). (28)

Muons themselves decay with a lifetime-/_ _ 2.2 x lO-_ via:

/_± _ e± + ve + v. (branching ratio _ 100%). (29)

Energetic charged pions that decay co muons at the top of the atmosphere can result

in the production of muons of sufficient energy co reach the surface of the earth prior

to decaying co electrons. A relativistic muon, travelling in its rest frame, decays in

a time _-.. In the laboratory (stationary, or earth rest frame), it decays in a time

_'.. The Lorencz factor (_/) of a muon, produced with a purely vertical velocity

component of magnitude v, that would be necessary for it to reach the earth before

decaying can therefore be roughly estimated from:

_v'r. _ D_, (30)

where L)_isthe depth of the atmosphere(._1030_, or _ 10 kin}.This gives

_ 15,and thekineticenergyofsucha muon is_ [.5GeV.
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P|on energy varies with depth in the atmosphere: for the most part, the deeper

within the atmosphere one goes, the less energetic the secondaries. Those muons

that result from decay of pious of smaller kinetic energy (either ac the top or deeper

in the atmosphere) will have a_larger probability .to decay to electrons, which will

induce electromagnetic cascades themselves. Figure (13) is a plot of the vertical flux

of various components of cosmic rays as a function of depth within the atmosphere.

The hard component is dominated by muons, while electrons comprise the bulk of

what is calied the soft component.

To establish an order-of-magnitude for the minimum energy with which a muon

produced in the upper atmosphere must be produced in order to reach the earth, we

must add ionization losses of the muons (which do noc shower) in the atmosphere:

E _-<_ -_'_dFJ>"atmosvheremlp " 1030 cm'---:g' "_ 1.9 GeV. (31)

Therefore, muons must be produced of energy > 3.5 GeV at the top of the atmo-

sphere in order to reach sea level intact.

Because muons lose energy primari/y by ionization, the dominant component (_

75%) of the cosmic ray flux at sea level is attributable to muous. Their mean energy

at the earth's surface is _ 2 GeV, with a spectrum chat falls like E -2 for muon

energies below _, I TeV (where weU over 99% of the flux is). The flux also falls like

coa'_0, where 0 is the an_e the particle makes with the vertical The iota/flux per

unit soUd angle per unit horizontal area abou_ the vertical cUreccion, at sea level, is

_. 0.011/crn= - sec- scerad !70].
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CHAPTER. V

ENERGY LOSS OF CHARGED PARTICLES IN MATTER_

IONIZATION LOSSES

Tile theory of ene.r_ loss has been developed by a number of investigators C3"6.

40,42,451. Bohr's initial dauicsUY-derived formula, found to provide a reasonable

description of the enersy loss of heavy nue.iei and slow alpha particles, gave an

ove_stimate of the ener_7 loss for single particles (electrons, muons, protons), and

even fast alpha particles. Bethe and Bloch (37,40! introduced a quantum-mechanic.a/

calculation that has survived as the most accurate description of _, with correction,

attributable to the density effect described by Fermi/381. and invesci,_aced further

by Sternheimer (46,48]. Fluctuations in the energy loss have been examined by a

number of authors (36,39,42,45,49,50]. Of most interest here is the theory developed

by Landau !39]. Since muons (the subject of interest in this thesis) lose most of their

enerSy by ionization, the primary focus below is on this energy loss mechanism.

Averag e Enert_ Loss

A massive particle (m :_ m,) of charge ze is incident on a material, with velocity

v that is large compared to the orbital velocity of the electrons of the medium; the

electrons in the medium are thus considered to be essencial/y a_ rest. It is further

assumed thac only small momentum transfers are involved, so tha_ the material

electron recoils only slightly, and the percurbal:ion of the trajectory of the incident

particle is also small.

The transverse component of the electric field seen by the torsion eieccron from

the incident particle is a function of time, and is given by !41!:

_,zeb
, _ (32)

e(t) = (b2+
where b is the impact parameter, or point of closest approach, and "vis the Lorencz

factor _. By symmetry, only the transverse component of the field will con-
V t-J2

:ribute to the resuhing momentum transfer imparted to the incident projectile (for

smalldeflections,the longitudinalforcefeltbv the particleon eithersideof the
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tllrllet electron ,,viii be equal in magnitude and opposite in direction.) The incident

parlide rear.lies the point of closest approadl at time t=0. With:

_ _
the momenium transfer imparted to the electron is then given by:

_P = _ze_SI ,d!,' (33)(b2+ _2_2t,)#"

Thbyields:

2ze2

_v = -_-, (34)

implyinl thai the enly transferred to lhe electron in a sinlie collision is liven by:

2m_ = m,u:b l"

It will be noticed that the energy transfer is proporiionai to b-z, implying that the

incident particle su/fers the larltest enerly loss at close range.

It is instructive to calculate the relative contributions (within the limits of the

assumptions made) from collisions with nuclei and those with the atomic electrons.

For equal impac_ parameters and incident velocity, application of Equation (35)

yields:

_E(electrons)
4000. (36)

AE(nuclei)

Thus,theenergy lossdue tocollisionswith theatomicelectronsisfarmore signifi-

cantthan _hatdue to nuclearcollisions.

The totalenergy lossper unitlengthisdeterminedby computing thenumber

ofelectronsencounteredby theparticlein a cylindricalshellof radius2:rbdbina

'.engthdz.and inter_ratingEquation(,35)overallpossibleimpact parameters:

__dE=2_NZF _" AE(b)bdb. !137)
dZ Jb.,..
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where N is the number of atoms pe unit vohtme i_ the mster/sl, Z is the atomic

number of the material, and bmm and b,,,u are the rni,,_,,,,,,- and ma.v.imum allowable

__ parmneters, respectively. Performing the integration in Equation (37) gives:

• " - Zg(t 4 bniasr
" 4,Nz-7 (3S)

It zln]ains to obtain expressionsfor the m{n|mllm and mstTimllm iznpacg parameters:

them will be estimated from physical arSqzmen..

T_ mln;wnmwl impact parazzleter, brain, calz reuollably be expected to correspond

to the mazimum allowable energy trander, 'E_,az. Those interactions that result in

a head-on col/ision between the target electron and the incoming particle transfer

the m,--ri,,-,m energy, which is given by (from momentum and energy conservation)

6',.u = 2m,.c"_ P'_
m_c' + mac;+ 2._c:(fc= + m-'ct)_" (39)

m% (for m m,,ff m _ me, and a "low momentum" condition p _ _ is met = this

results in p < 20 c'_), this reduces to:

_'.. _ 2n,,_-v. (40)

Equating the right hand side of Equation (40) with the right hand side of Equation

(35), with the latter evaluated at b,,tl,, gives:

z_ 2
bmm = ,. (41) •

7tnett"

An expression for the m_tYim, rn impact parameter, bmaz, is obtained from con-

side,ration of the cime duration of the collision. The derivations above assumed a

free carget electron, which, in the limit of small impact paramecers, is a valid as-

sumption (see below). The electron is, however, bound in the atom. Lf the collision

time is short compared with the orbital period of the eiectron, the interaction can
e

be assumed to be sudden enough for the electron co be considered free. /.["it is long

compared to the period, the electron revolves about the atom many times during
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the collision, Such an adiabatic collision is no longer described by the interaction of

an incident particle with a free electron. The transverse component of the electric

field, a function of time as given by Eqtm_ion (32), is sharply peaked at t = 0. The

full-width-at-hal/'-m*Yi,_,m is a.good measj_r.e of the time over which the field is

a_able, and is given approx/matety by:

b
FWHM --. (42)

7v

Equating the above equation with the time of collision, we obtain:

b
--. (43)
7_

The above expression explicitly shows the linear relation between the impact pa-

rameter an_i the time of collision, for fixed incident particle velocity. In view of

the above ar_tments, it is reasonable to define bm.= at the point where the time of

collision is comparable to the inverse of the angular frequency of the bound electron

7_
b,zu_ --. (44)

_g

Equation (44) gives the upper limit, within the limits described, of the impa¢ +.

parameter. Substituting Equations (41) and (44) into (38) gives an approximate

expression for the energy toss. classically derived, chat varies oniy slightly from that

obtained by Bohr i361:

d_ rrgeu- ze-w

Proper treatment of the electrons in the medium as harmomcally bound charges

gives the Bohr result:

dE :'+e_ [ 1.123m._:v"_ :'"]
-- = 4_rNZ-- In - --- (46)
dz rn.+v: ze _ < _ > 2c:.!'

_vhere < ._ > is an average an_ular frecluencv of the eiectrons. The difference
..

between Equations (45) and (46) arises from the t:erm _, which restfll;s in a small
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correction even at high velocities. For muons of energy _ 2 GeV, the mean cosmic

ray muon energy, it accounts for _ 2% reduction in 'J_T_zE .

As atreadv mentioned, the Bohr result gives a good measure of _E for slow, heavy. 77

particles. The breakdown of this semi-classicalxeault occurs for tighter particles Qf

hiKher velocity. The primary quantum phenomena that cause the breakdown of the

Bohr formula in such cases are (i) that the energy loss occurs in discrete amounts,

and (ii) the tim.itations on the minimum hnpact parameter that the wave nature of

quantum particles impose. From (i), it might be expected that the classics/result

should hold only at impact parameters that give an energy transfer that is large

compared to atomic excitation energies. However, statistical interpretation of the

energy loss allows the reconciliation of the classics/and quantum results: over many

interactions ac large impact parameters, no energy is transferred. A few coUisions,

though, result in the exchange of a finite amount of energy. When computed on

average, the energy loss in the quantum model can in such a way be reconciled

with the loss resulting from the continuum of energy losses in the classics/model.

In the limit of small energy transfers (quantum-mechanical/y), then, application

of Equation (44) for bma, is appropriate, provided the statistical interpretation of

the resulting energy loss formula is kept in mind. Condition (ii) can be applied to

give a quantum-mechanics/limit for the minimum impact parameter. Use of the

tmcertainty principle gives the rain/mum quantum-mechanicnl impact parameter for

which localization of' the wave packet describing tlte particle is well-defined:

h h

p 7mY

ft
Substituting bmm for b,,.n in Equation (45) gives an approximate result for a quan-

tum treacmenc of the energy loss:

dE. r = 4_rNg z''e',In rn'7"v_" (48)
dz m_v" h < a_ >"

This is to be compared with the Bethe result, which he derived using ftrst or-

der perturbation theory, treating the incident particle as a plane wave (_.rst Born
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approx/mation). The perturbing potential used was the interaction between the in-

cident particle and the electrons in the medium: in the Coulomb gauge, this consists

of a term describing the static interaction between the incident particle and the

electrons of the rpedium, _ud a term desczibin8 the coupling between the particle

currents and the free photon field, ms result vtas:

dE = 4,NZ_ I,n 2m''_v2 v_

applicable to incident particles with velo_ties greater than the typical atomic elec-

tron velocity in the medium. Other than the factor of 2 in the logarithmic term and

the (c_)2 term (which, again, gives rise to a relatively small effect), the results are

the same as those in the semi-classics[ formula. Equation (48).

Replacing the energy associated with the orbital frequency, h < zo >, wi_h the

mean ionization potential, I, o£ the atoms of the medium in Equation (49) gives

the energy loss result of Bethe in its more often expressed form. It reflects a full

quantum-mechanlcal treatment (to first order), and contains a number of interesting

features. The loss depends o_y on the velocity: for particles of given charge and

ve/oc/ty_ the energy loss in a given material is the same, independent of their mass.

As the velocity increases from zero, the energy toss falls as -_ _. This sharp loss

near the end of the particles' path is called the Bragg peak. A minimum is reached

for all particles at some velocity, followed by a region where the In-),; factor begins

to dominate, with the energy loss slowly increasing accordingly. This is called the

region of the relativistic rise. It is a manifestation of the deformation of the electric

_eld of the incident particle at large velocities, and the associated increase of the

maximum impact parameter. TI_s expands the available range for which collisions

can contribute to the energy loss.

Equation (49) is in need of two more ingre_encs, and an additional comment:

(A) The incidentparticleinteracl;swithmany atoms simul_aneousiv- ingeneral,

bma=ismuch largerthanthetypicalatomicdimension.Especiallywhen theve-

locityoftheincidentparticleislarge(andb._s=,ztsdescribedabove,increases)
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I
and/or the material is very dense, its electric field polarises the medium, per-

turbing its associated field from the free-field values to those characteristic of

a dielectric. This in turn alters the interaction of the field with the electrons

in_the medium, and resulta in what is called dielectric screening. The result

of this screen/rig is to dampen the increase of the energy loss in the region

of the relativistic rise to go as In7 instead of In*f2, with _ becoming nearly

constant at very large 7. This screening and the resulting reduction in _ is

called the denaity elect; the flattening out of the energy loss curve for very

large velocities is called the Fermi plateau. This effect has been studied in

detail by Sternheimer (46,48].

(B) The development of Equation (49) ignores the elect of the spin on the scat-

tering between the projectile (a muon, for example) and the atomic electrons

(i.e., magnetic electron-muon scattering.) This efect is appreciable only at

higher energies (it comprises about a 0.1% elect at incident muon energies

of 5 GeV in liquid argon), and it increases with increasing energy. A small

fraction of the cosm/c ray muons at sea level have energies higher than 10

GeV; however, the term is included below for completeness.

(C) A basic assumption used in the derivation of Equation (49) is that the velocity

of the incident particle is much larger than that of the atomic electrons in the

medium. This is uniformly true for energies we are concerned with in this

report. It should be mentioned, however, that there is an additional term (not

included in Equation (50) below) that corrects for such low velocity effects,

that is not commonly used in the characterization of hlgher-energy phenomena.

Since the electron velocity increases with decreasing radius (inner shells < = >

higher velocity), the corrections are called she//corrections.

The full expression for the mean _ of a particle as it traverses matter, including

the terms describing the density effect and the spin-dependent elects, can now be
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written in full:

dE >= z2e_ I E , . (50)<

The third term in.the brackets_ia.the spin term, with E the incident energy of the

muon, and 6 is the density correction. _

Fl_ure (14) shows the measured energy losses of pions and protons of various

energies in propane gas st 3 different pressures. The curves show all of the char-

_ter/stic features of the _ formula: the _ dependence at low velocities, followed

by a m/nimum, and the subsequent relativistic rise. The rise is dampened by the

density effect at large velocities: the Fermi plateau is apparent at _, > 200. The

value ac plateau is lower for gases at higher pressure: this is another manifestation

of reduced overall _ in denser media.

A related result that has become use/u/is the mean range of a particle for a

decrease in its energy from E to E':

R(E-. E')= , -dE/d"'

Since Equation (50) describes an average energy loss, a monoenergetic beam of

particles incident on a material will have a distribution of ranges about the mean

range implied by Equation (51).

Equation (50) says nothing about fluctuations in the energy loss. This has been

described by Landau, and is discussed in the next section.

Fluctuations in the Energy Loss by Ionization- Landau Theory

Let _(W)_iWdz be defined as the probability that a charged particle of incident

kinetic energy E will experience an energy loss between W and W _- dW while

traversing a thickness dz (in _-_.) of absorber. It can be expressed as:

_(W)dWdz = ;Vdd(,_) dWdz (52)

_Equ_tion (50) is the ohen-quoted form of the Bethe-Block formula for which the conditior_

leading to Equation 140) hold. Further details can be found in i48).
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where _ is the differential cross section for the incident particle to lose an enersy

W in s single coWslon and, as before, N is the number of atoms per unit volume in

the target material. The total probability of coLLisionin thickness d:, independent

of'the amount of energy .transfer, is given by q._: _ ..

Z"= (53)
t

where it is understood that _ - 0 for W > Emu.

Let X(W, z)dW be the probablUty that a particle° having crossed a thickness

of absorber, loses energy between W' and W + dW. For a beam of Np particles

tlmt have traversed z _ of material, the change in the number of particles that

have lost a total energy between W and W -' C/W after crossing an additional dz of

material is influenced by the following two factors:

(I) The number of particles having lost energy between [4/"and W + C/W increases

in this infinitesimal interval d_, as those particles that had lost less than this

amount after traversing z _ will lose the risht amount of energy in c/z to

place them in the W to W 4- C/W energy interval;

(2) The number of particles in this interval will decrease, as those whose energy

loss was in the proper range at z will lose enough energy in c/z to remove them

from this interval.

The above two conditions can be used to provide a mathema_ica_ expression for

_(W, _). The overaU change in the number of particles having an energy loss in the

range W to W _- c/W', upon traversing a thickness c/z at z, is given by:

Z"Nnx(W,z +- dz)dW- Nnx(W,z)dW = N n x(W - u,z)cb(u)dWdzdu

-Npx(W,z)aWqdz. (54)

The probability fu.nction x(W _,_:) is understood to be equal to 0 for W t _ 0 and W"p>

E_naz. Equation (54) can be rewritten as:

Zox(w, ) = - qx(w, t. (ss)OZ "
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Equation (54) assumes that the energy loss of the particle is small compared to

its incident energy. Landau solved Equation (55) for the regime of interest in this
I

study: that of thin absorbers. An important quantity in his solution is _:

2fn,,.z,.e.. _.

- -- _= m,u'_......_' (56)

where n, is the number of electrons per unit volume in the medium, z is the charge

of the incident particle, _eis the thickness of material traversed, and v is the incident

particle's velocity. _ is the energy above which, on the average, one delta-ray will be

produced. (A delta-ray is a high-energy recoil electron emitted from the absorber

al'ter a collision of large enert7 transfer with the incident particle.)

R.equiring that the typic_ energy loss be (a) large compared to the binding

enerl,7 of the electrons in the medium, and (b) small compared to E_,=, Landau

used the method of L&place transforms to solve for X in Equation (55). He used the

classical free electron cross section in defining q in Equation (53). 4 Conditions (a)

and (b) allow _ to be expressed in the factorized form:

x(W,_)= _/,.(_) (5r)
where:

I [W - _(In_ ..:-I - C_)] (,58)

the'= tn(t - _2)12,- _3_ (sg)
2m,.v"-

and

C_: = Euler's constant = 0.57T. (60)

/L is called the universal function, and is given by:

fL(,_)= _ [= e_,r,i-u(tnu-,-,_)!sin(,r._,iu. (61.)
71"JO

_The classical cross secLion for a particle of energy E to lose energy W is given by: doldW =

2_g'_z2e' Im,,'o"W_.
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The most probably energy toss is given by:

W,n,=_(/n_ 0.198-6), (62)

where 6 _ the density correction w, given in Equation (50). e' is the low energy loss

cutoff"value, and was chosen by Landau to make the mean energy loss in his theory

asree with that from the Bethe_Bloch formu/a. (Landau's original expression for

W,,,p was numerically incorrect, and also did not include the density effect term.

L_er authors i52] improved the theory. An analogous shift due to the density

correction should be applied when using Equation (58) to evaluate W.)

Common application of condition (b) dictates that _./E_a . <. 0.01. In this

re,me, the probability co emit delta-rays having energy near E_a z is small but

finite, implying chat the distribution will be asymmetric toward higher energy tosses:

the most probable value (peak) of the distribution will in general be lower than the

mean. Figure (15) shows a measured pulse height spectrum of 3 Ce__.__"protons and

2 _ electrons in an argon-methane gas mixture, illustrating the characteristic¢

skewed shape of the Landau distribution. As mentioned, high-energy delta rays

which produce their own secondary ionisation are responsible l'or this shape. A

liquid argon gap in the DO calorimeter can be considered a chin absorber, to which

Landau's theory may aptly be applied. Using the appropriate parameters for the

DOliquid argon gaps in Equation (56), a_ong with the mean muon energy for cosmic

ray muons (_ 2 GeV) in Equation (39) for E'oz , _/E'_z _ t0 -r, weU below the

required condition.

The Landau theory is the theory to which the experimenta_ distributions oh-

rained during the Cosmic Ray R.un will be compared. Descriptions or"the solutions

for Equation (55) in ocher regimes may be found elsewhere {42,45,49,50].

Equations (50) and (56-62) thus give, in principle, a t'uJ.[description or"the

energy loss by ionization oi"a particle traversing a homogeneous thin absorber. There

are other mechanisms, however, that contribute to the energy loss or"muons. These

are discussed briefly in the next section.
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Other Ener!Fy Loss Mechanisms for Muons

The energy loss of high-energy muons in rna_ter can be considered as a sum

of the contributions from 4 mechanisms: ionization, muon bremsstrah/ung, direct

e+e - pair production, and photoauclear inte.rlctions, such that.:

= - + . . (e3)
to_ ion brem pp n

Fls"m'e (16) shows a plot of the results of calculations of the relative contributions

(and the sum) of the above 4 processes to the energy loss of muons in hydrogen,

iron, and uranium. Table V.I shows the contributions of the four processes, as a

percentage of the total, to the energy loss for the same 3 rna:erialJ. The contribution

to _ from mechanisms other than ionization become si_.Lqcant at lower energies,

the higher the Z of the rnaterial. For all media, the sum of the contributions from

bremsstrah/ung., pair production, and photonuclear reactions accounts for no more

than 5% for muon energies below I0 GeV. ( RouKhiy 85% of the cosmic ray muons

are below i0 GeV.) In general, as the ener_j, of the incident particte increases, the

Iosse_ due to ionization increase slowly, while the contributions from the other pro-

cesses increase more rapidly; their relative contributions at higher energies therefore

comprise a significant fraction of the overall energy loss.

The above out£ine contains all of the sign/ficant dynamics regarding the energy

loss of muons in matter at the energies we are considering here. The focus in the

following chapters shifts to the performance and understanding of the detector, and

the comparison of our experimental results with the theoreticai expectations.
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Incident Pair NU.d.ear,

Ener_" (GeV) Ionization Bremsstrahlung Production Interactions

Hydrosen: 1 100% <0.1% <0.1% <0.1%

10 99.8% <0.1% <0.1% <0.1%

100 97.3% 0.9% 1.0% 0.9%

1000 75.6% 7.8% 10.4% 6.3%

Iron: 1 99.9% < O.1% < O.1% < 0.1%

10 98.3% 0.7% 0.9% 0.2%

100 78.9% 8.2% 11.6% 1.4%

1000 23.9% 29.3% 42.9% 4.0%

Uranium: 1 99.8% 0.1% <0.1% <0.1%

10 95.1% 2.2% 2.6% 0.2%

100 54.2% 18.0% 26.8% 1.1%

1000 9.1% 35.8% 53.4% 1.7%

Table V.l: Energy loss by 4 different mechanisms (ion/za_ion. bremsstrahlung, direct

e-e- pair production, and nuclear interactions), as a percentage of the total, as a

function of incident energy for muons incident on hydrogen, iron, and uranium.
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CHAPTER VI

OPERATION AND PERFORMANCE

OF THE CALORIMETER ELECTRONICS

The Cosmic lla---yllu_ oIYe-redthe first ol_portunity to evaluate the behavior of the

full central calorimeter in situ. Many basic technical questions were first monitored

and analyzed in an environmen¢ not terribly dissimilar from co]lider running. During

the design and construction phases, much effort went into building a device that

would perform optimalty with respect to the physics we were pursuing. These first

in Jitu tests of the calorimecer, at times performed in concert with other portions

of the detector: were therefore a crucial firs¢-order in.cation as to how we could

expect DO to perform in the collision hall. A large concern was the behavior of the

first full complement of calorimeter _lectronics, connected to the fi_! (alorime_er

module array: appropriate attention was therefore paid to electronics issues during

the run, with an eye toward potential difllculties _hat could cause problems during

future data-taking.

Some Details on the Calorimeter E|eetronies

Figure (17) shows an idealized schematic of the calorimeter electronics. Co is

the detector capacitance at the input to the preamp; there is one preamplifier for

each calorimeter channel. The voltage pulse at the detector is a triangular-shaped

pulse of _ 400 nanoseconds in duration, as shown in the upper left hand corner of

the figure. The output voltage of the preamplifier is given by:

Q_n (64)
Vo, = C--7

where Qin is the charge collected at the calorimeter cell, and C_- [s the feedback

capacitance, of either 5.5 or 10.5 picofarads.

After amplification, the signal is shaped in the base Line subtractors (BLS),

with shaping consi_ing of one P_C (_ 30 _sec) di/Terentiation followed by one I_C

(_ 0.25 _sec) integration and an amplh_cation of X3. The filtered signal (shown

in the ptot in the middle left hand portion of the figure) is sampled and held t_rice
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in two different arms of a sample and hold module: once jus_ before the rise of

the sisnal, and again at its peak. The difl'erence between the base and peak is

taken with a single operational amplifier, which gives a DC outpu_ voltage that is

proportianal to the charge deposited in that channel of the detector. The BLS also

time-multiplexes the signals, which helps to reduce the number of ADC's needed for

digitisation.

In order to get a 15-bit effective dynam/c range with our choice of 12-bit ADC's,

the signal then undergoes amplification by precision X1-X8 amplifiers in the BLS.

The magnitude of the amplification is chosen event-by-event on the basis of the size

of the signal: signals below t.25 volts are multiplied by 8, while those above this value

go through the X1 amplification route. A bit containing the information as to the

ampUfica_ion level of the signal at this stage (again, channel-by-channel) is shipped

with the data to _he ADC's in the Movable Counting House. After digitization,

those signals that have gone through the X1 amplification path undergo a 3-bit shift

(equivalent to X8 amplification), in order to put all signals (both the X1 and X8

variety) on an equal footing. This puts the fuji dynamic range at 15 bits (2 ts - I, or

32,767 ADC counts ridl scale), while retaining an actual 12-bit digitization process,

which helps reduce the time needed to complete the digitization. Twelve-bit ADO's

are also considerably less expensive than those using 15-bits. The ADC i'ull input

range is l0 volts, with the maximum X8 signal corresponds to 4095 counts. The

._.DC's also have the capability to store pedestal values (means and widths), in order
o

to perform hardware pedestal subtraction and zero-suppression (to be discussed

further below).

One can compute the approximate number of electrons that are deposited in the

argon for an ADC output of 32,000 counts. This maximum value corresponds to

10 volts a_ the output of the BLS. The BLS uniformly multiplies by 3, making the

signal at the input to the BL$ (or output of the prearnp) 3.3 volts. Equation (64),
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using the 5.5 picofarad feedback value, gives:

Qi, = 3.3 volts x (5.5 × 10-t2 farads) = 1.8 x 10-Ll Coulombs

= 1.2 x 108 electrons. (65)

It is instructive to pu_ these numbers in perspective.

The amount of energy needed to liberate an e- Ar + pair in liquid argon is a well-

known experimental number [601. The number of electrons collected in the argon

per MeV of energy deposited by a minimum ionizing particle can then be computed:

1MeV e-

20000 (88)
2 "(23.65,_..,,_':'pair)

(The factor of 2 in the denominator on the left hand side reflects the fact that only

half the charge produced in the gap is actually collected - see, for example, i59].)

We can calculate the energy of the electron that has deposited 1.2 x 10s electrons

in the argon: ,.

1.2 x l0 s e-

SF. (_--_p)•20000 _-Tg_..
100GeV. (67)

Inordertoextendthisrangestillhigher,electromagneticlayers3 and 4 havepream-

pUffersthathavea lowergainby abouta factorof2 (byvirtueoftheir10.5picofarad

feedbackcapacitors.)Sincea 100GeV electrondeposits._90% ofitsenergyinthese

two layers,thefullrangeof theelectronicshas been designedto accomodate200

GeV ineach ofthem, ora fullelectronenergyofgreaterthan 400 GeV. (The lon-

gitudinalprofiledoes nocchangemuch with energy.)Thisiscomfortablyabovethe

expectedelectronenergiesat theTevatron.At thelow end,a singleADC count

correspondsto:

1.2 x 10_ e- e-
4000 (B8)

32000 ADC counts ADC count"

A minimum ionizing muon deposits:

dE cm i MeV
'"',' (69)

<-_-z >,.'qo. ;<0.46_gap liquid argon gap
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Laver _ (nf) ! (ADC' cts) (ADC' cts) , < c, >p_a

EM1 1.6 2.8 i 8 2.9
EM2 1.7 3.2 : 8 2.5

io
EM3 ]:.7 3.3 30 9.1 ""

EM4 2.8 7.8 41 5.3
I

FH1 5.5 14.2 I 93 ' 6.6
FH2 5.5 ' 14.4 l, 71 4.9i

FH3 5.5 ' 13.8 I 57 4.1

CH il 5.4 4.3 [, 41 9.6

Table VI.1. Some quantities related to signal-to-noise for the central calorimeter.

Values are extracted from data taken during the Cosmic Ray Run. < Ctot :> is

the average measured cold capacitance, and ADC _ counts are gain-corrected ADC

counts. (Details in text).

which corresponds to _. 20000 electrons deposited in an argon gap in the calorimeter.

The smaUest minimum ion/zing signals are in EM1 or 2 (2 MeV, or 40000 e- ), which

contain the least number of gaps. Using Equation (68), we find that I ADC count

is then ._ 10% of the smallest r_;n|rn.rn iOl3_Zing Signal in the calorimeter.

The electronics has thus been designed for significant precision ac the low end,

and the ability to adequately cover a large energy r_nge, as is dictated for coWder

exper/ments. It is worth noting chat the largest minimum ion/zing signal in the

catorimeter is that for FH1 (21 gaps), and that this corresponds co _. I00 ADC

counts, which is _ 3% of the X8 range, or 0.4% of the full dynamic range, of the

ADC's. _Iinimum ionizing signals are thus at the very low end of the system that

has been designed.

Noise

Noise of all forms contributes to the resolution of the physics pursued with DO,

making it a crucial consideration of detector desirer, particularly for cases involving

many readou_ channels. As a benchmark, it is desirable chat the minimum ionizing

signal be above the noise; detection of min/mum ion/zing particles is desirable as
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a means of helping to identify muons in colllder events. Early calculations ,115,56]

suggested that the si_aal-to-noise for rninirnllm ionizing particles would not present

a problem in the DO calorimetry: the Cosmic Ray Run provided a framework in

which to test this./n sit.u (se_eTable VI.1).._

The rest of this chapter wiU describe some of the results, and their significance,

of the technical performance of the DO calorimeter electronics during the run.

Pedestals

In the absence of si_gmJs resulting from particle passage through the calorimeter,

the electronics readout still has a finite value, called the pedestal. The mean value

of the pedestal in a given channel (typically _ 200 counts) is arbitrary, dominated

by a DC off`set built in to the electronics to assure that the input to the ADC remain

in range. The fluctuations around this mean are due to the noise in the system; in

the absence of noise, the pedestal distribution would be a &-function.

Knowledge and measurement of the pedestals underlies all of the physics mea-

surements made with the calorimeter, with both the mean and width (characterized

by the r.m.s, deviation, _) of interest. Operationally, pedestal means and Ge'sare

catculated by acquiring _. 650 events that are out-of-time with beam collisions, with B

each event containing a pedestal value for each channel. From the ADC distribu-

tion of these "empty" events, a mean and _rare calculated for each channel. (The

cat/bration program used to compute these values is caUed CALIB.) After a CALIB

pedestal run, the value of the mean and _rfor each channel is stored locally in the

electronics of the ADC circnit ("downloaded") for use in subsequent physics events°

To make the recorded ADC count proportional to energy, with no artificial off'set,

the ADC subtracts the pedestal mean from the digitized data signal, channel-by-

channel, before it ships the da_a to the computer to be recorded. This pedestal

subtraction is an option, but it is one that was always exercised during the Cosmic

R.ayRun, and willalsobe used routinelyduringcoRiderrunning.

An importantoptioninthe front-endprocessingofthedata thatusespedestal

informationiscaUed zero-suppression.ThiscapabilityisessentialforcoRiderrun-
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rfing. Reading out all 50,000 channels on each event results in an event record size

that is prohibitively cumbersome. In a typical coLUderevent, <_ 5% (or _ 2500)

of the channels contain energy from the physics of interest. Because of the noise

fluctuations in the pedestal, the ±'empty" channels cannot be removed on a yes-no

basis: all we can ask is whether the signal in a channel is consistent with its pedestal

value. Therefore, the ADC suppresses the output of those channels whose energy,

after pedestal subtraction, lies within the range ±Ns, where N is a parameter chosen

prior to the data-taking sequence. Zero-suppression will necessar/ly cut out some

low-energy portion of the physics event; a value of N between _ 2 and 3 gives a

ressonable suppression. The choice of which zero-suppression parameters should be

used, and their effects on the data, continues to be the focus of much study by the

collaboration.

Some variables in the event, such as the total energy, are event-by-event sums of

energy over the 50,000 channels in the calor/meter. SmaU biases in the calculation of

the pedestal means can introduce large errors in the evaluation of the total energy. A

blast,of +0.1 ADC count in each channel, for example, results in 5000 extra counts of

energy in the calorimeter, or about 12 GeV. This number is comparable to the noise

contributed by random sources and, as such, is deemed unacceptable (see section

below). Similarly, if zero-suppression is used, errors in the computation of the cr's

can lead to biases in the data.

In general, the determination and use oi"pedestal information is one of the most

important portions of the calibration program co_ider experiments. Ultimately,

_vhat matters is _hat the pedesta_ means and sigmas reflect as accuratety as possible

their values during the data-taking. The frequency with which pedestal runs are

taken is thus determined by the time scale over which overaU systern drifts: if any,

are likely to occur. Also. the accuracy with which pedestals are determined (given

by _/N,_,,,, ) should be significantly better than 1 ADC count, our quantized unit of

readout.
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Sources of Noise

The width of the pedestal is a convolution of 2 random sources: electronic noise

and uranium noise. The electronic noise is primarily a result of thermal noise of the

conducting channel, of the field .effect trans/sCor (F_ET) at the input to the pream-

pWier. It scales linearly with the capacitance (CD in Figure (17)), according to the

empirically det_ed formula [15]:

EINC = [1936 + 3200 × Co(nanofarads)] electrons. (70)

EINC is known as the equ/valent input noise charge at the input to the FET. Ura-

nium decays via the reaction _sr/ --* 2°aPb result in _he production of photons,

electrons, and a-particles that. for the fraction that escape from the uranium, are

sampled in the liquid argon gap in the normal manner. Because we measure the

pedestal in the presence of the uranium background signal, the energy detected

from these decays results in no average offset in real collider events. The fluctua-

tions in the number of sampled tracks resulting from uranium decay do, however,

result in an increase in the width of the pedestal with respect to its non-uranium

(electronic-only) values.

While the electronic noise distribution is a gaussian, the uranium noise is asym-

metric. Figure (18) shows pedestal distributions, both with high-voltage on. in EM2,

which uses uranium absorber, and in CH, which uses copper. The relative symme-

try of the distributions is evident. Nevertheless, to first order, the total pedestal

width is the sum in quadrature of the width from uranium noise and that from the

electronic noise:

' ° (71)O'to t" = O'e/2 + O',jr'.

We would expect, for a fixed plate thickness, that the number of uranium cLis-

integrations sampled in the argon should increase with the total area of a readout

channel.Atot:

-4tot = A'x N_,,ps. (72)
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A _ is the cross-sectional area (in 17- 4) of the readout channel. The/]uctuacions in

the uranium noise should then go Eke the v/"A'_tot.(The area increases with both the

number of gaps, and with the depth in the calorimeter.) The capacitance of the cell

is well-approxim_ced by that of a paraUel-plate capacitor: ..

c_,_= ( A' _x_=,. =_o==_txA,o,. (73)
\gap width /

The total capacitance contains contributions from both the cell and the cable that

connects the module to the preamplL/iers:

Co - Ceot= C_,,1-C_..,_e (74)

where < C_.=ee > = _.3 nt', a non.negllgible fraction of the tota_ capacitance. We

thus have contributions co the noise that depend dJ_erent/y on the specific module

and cable parameters:

o,_.,~ c,.,,-..(c_. _-c_._.) (75)

and

In genera[, then: the functiona_ dependence of pedesta_ width with capacitance is

straightforward for electronic noise or uranium noise, but can be rather complicated

for the total noise (recall Equation (71)). Figure (19) shows a plot of' the measured

pedestal widths, _a3cen during the Cosndc R.ay Run, as a/'unction of"capacitance

for (a) high-voltage oft"(electronic noise on/y) and (b) high-voltage on (electronic

plus uranium noise). _ The linear dependence of the former is evident, while

the deviation from lJnearity is apparent for the total noise. The increase in the

total widths upon introduction of uranium noise is also seen. The high capacitance

_Collection o/" any ion/zation in the gap, be it from uranium decays or from physics events.

requires an electric field in the Sap to induce the liow of charse. This can ordy occur with the hish

vo|tsl_e on.
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chaunels having small widths with high voltage on are the coarse hadronic channels

in which, because they employ copper absorber, there is no uranium noise.

Pedestal Studi_

In the cosmir_.ray study_ the muon-associated signals are oi" the same order of

masnitude as the noise fluctuations. In order to study the noise and its interactions

with the si_ds in detail, we have chosen to take the bulk of the data in this study

in a pedestal-subtracted but non-zero-suppressed mode. For this data set, every

channel in the calorimeter was read out for every event.

The following study of pedestal bias shows the advantage of such a choice. Using

information provided by the central drift chamber, we were able to define a very

generous rt - _ cone through which the muon had passed. Calculating an average

value (and _) for those channels that were expected to have seen no muon energy

(i.e., those channels outside this cone) gives pedestal information that most accu-

rately reflects the true pedestals during the data-taking. Since the raw data was

pedestal subtracted using the pedestal means as calculated by CALIB, asymme-

tries or anomalous structure in the distributions of pedestal means calculated in the

above manner (i.e., pedestal-subtracted pedestals) indicate either an inaccuracy in

the pedestal determination, or a drift in a portion of the system, or some combi-

nation of the two. Figure (20) shows the mean pedestal shifts determined in the

above way, for all EM channels and all FH channels. For the EM channels, where

the uranium noise is relatively small due to the small total cell area, _he distribution

of means is peaked at zero and symmetric. The distribution for the FH channels,

however, is decidedly skewed toward the positive end, with a (positive) non-zero

mean. This efl'ect is now understood to be a result of problems in the CALIB pro-

8ram (this has since been improved), that are exacerbated in channels with more

uranium noise. The distributions are excellent examples of"some of the problems

mentioned above: because of inaccuracies in the calibration program, the pedestal

means and cr's "downloaded" to the ADC's were biased representations of"the real

pedestal means and widths computed during the data-taking. The overall positive
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value of the FH distribution, and its skewness, can then bias results. The technique

of re, calculating pedestals was implemented throushout this study, even though it

will not be available for the zero-suppressed collider data.

The _pper portion of Figure (21) shows the averages of the individual channel

pedestal means in electromagnetic layer 4, as computed by CALIB, over the Cosmic

Ray Run. The fact that the variation is on the order of 0.5 counts over the 2 months

implies that we can expect reasonably stable pedestals over Ions time scales.

Coherent and Incoherent Noise

The total noise in a system consists of two sources: incoherent (or random) noise

and coherent (or correlated) noise. Examples of the former are the noise described

above which is responsible for the pedestal widths, i.e. electronic and utah/urn

noise. The latter can be due to a number of effects, such as detector and electronic

i from external sources. Coherent noise can also be mimicked bycross-taLk, or p ckup

uniform pedestal inaccuracies. Very small coherent noise contributions can de_'ade

the resolution sign/flcancly, as will be shown in the following discussion.

Below we derive the contributions to the r.m.s, error of a variable .q_that sums

the si_ds of Nch channels on the i th event. Let:

Neh

where z_ isthe signalin theaLhchannelmeasured on theithevenc.The erroron

5;isgivenby:

.Veh

a-----t

where

6z_'= pz_(observed)- axe(noiseoff). (79)

Here,pz_ istheobservedsignalinthe athchannelon theithevent,and qz: isthe

signalthatwould be seenin thesame channelwichthenoiseinthe systemturned
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off. The variance in Sls then given by:

,Voh?,'e_

a=l b=l

- t _- " " (8o)- 6z_6zi ,
-- _eu i=L Lazl b_'l

where N_. is the number of events.

It is useful to evaluate Equation (80) expUcitly, keeping track of the diagonal

and off-diagonal terms:

2

t • (p_?-,,z?)s_=x,--';_,=,
.\'._ ,%'ehI

i=l a=_l

We define:

where Sl is the incoherent contribution to the noise, and Sc is the coherent contri-

bution, each given by:

]. .V.,,,V_h

• i=l a=t

We alsodefinea malrixofrllmensionN#h,_heelemenl;sofwhich describethecor-

relationsbetweenthe a(Aand thebth channels:

1 -

i-t
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The diagonal elements S.a give the square of the individual channel _'s for the aLh

channel. With _a = Sac, use of Equations (83) and (85) gives:

,Vea

amL ..

This is as _'pected: random noise, by definition, adds incoherently as the sum

of sqmuru: the tota/incoh_mt noise is a sum in quadrature of the individual

dmauel ¢'_s. The off-dlqomfl elements describe the coupling between chammk a

and b: a signiflcaat number of events for which both cha_melJ undergo positive

excuraions from their means will result in a large positive value of Sab. Similarly,

anti-correlations would result in a Large negative value for S,b. The matrix .,Cabis

seen to be symmetric: S.b = S_.

In prea:_ice, the off-diagonal elements S.b are often found to be propor_iona/to

the diagona/elements, so that:

Sob= Cob_oo_bb. (87)

The Cab, called the correlation coefficients, vary from -1 to +1, and are used to

quantify the correlations between the ath and the bth channel:

..Cab = _ _-_ (p_c_- _z_') (pZ,b - ._zb)Cob (88)
O.aaO.bb :_rev Z...aift O'aaO'bb "

Cab = _-1 implies totally correlated noise between the channels a and b. while a

value of -1 implies full anti-correlation.

We perform the following sums:

;Veh

<s_>=_ s_°=:v:h<s_o> (s9)
u=|

< s_> = _ S_b= ,V:h(_V_- I)< S_b> (90)
a,b.av_b

where < S_a > and < S_b > are the average diagonal and oil'-diagonal elements.

respectively, and are given by:

l ,V_h

<s_o>=_'v---:Z soo (91)a--'-i
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1

<S_b>= Xoh(_oh-l i :E Sob. (92)• a,b.a_b

The coherent noise exceeds the incoherent noise when:

- -- <s_> >r.s_> (gs) -

In practice, however, the < $,,. > and < $_b > are calculable directly from

Equations (91-92) and (85), making condition (93) more useful in the following

form:

< a_a > =_v_'h. (94)
< Sab >

The ratio of the average diagonal element to the average off-diagonal eleme_.t, for

total noise consisting of equal contributions from its coherent and incoherent parts,

is equal to the amber of channels summed. It is useful in practice to apply Equation

(94) in the following alternative manner: the ratio of the average diagonal to the

average off-diagonal elements, calculable from the data, gives the number of channels

N_h that can be _ummed before the coherent noise becomes equal to the incoherent

noise. The ratio on the left hand side of Equation (94), then, provides the figure of

merit for quantifying coherent noise.

The importance of understanding and controlling coherent noise lies essentially

in Equations (89) and (90): letting < S_a > = si"nc and < $_!, > = _'7oh, we find (for

large values of N_h):

< Si >= _. _;.o (95)

< sc >= _v_h._oh. (96)

The incoherent noise scales ilke V_-_, while the coherent goes like N,.h. In sum-

ruing large numbers of channels, therefore, coherent noise can dominate the error in

the total energy sum even though the per-channel value is much smaUer than the

incoherent one.
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The incoherent contribution to the error in the total energy sum in the calorime-

ter is _. 10 GeV. The example in which pedestals are uniformly biased by +0.1 counts

introduces e/Fects which are identical to coherent noise, and results in an error in the

total energy of _ 18 GeV energy, deposit, an unacceptably large number. This 0.1

counts, which is _ I to 2% of a typical individual _annel _, is si_iicancly smaller

than the individual channel incoherent noise. The random noise, a result of inherent

electronics and detector characteristics, cannot be improved upon. It therefore sets

the scale for additional noise sources: one would like to keep the coherent noise

well below the incoherent contribution. A jet covers roush/y 1/30 of the detector,

and an electron shower only _ 10 channels in total. In a 3-jet event that has been

zero-suppressed, roughly 10% of the detector is summed, giving _ 1.8 GeV error in

the energy measurement resulting from coherence in this example. For electrons,

the eli_ect is negligible. In general, the fact that only a fraction of the detector is

included in event energy determinations helps contain the problem. In addition,

there is strong evidence i62] that any coherence in the D0 calorimeter is likely to be

]hnited to single preamplifier boxes, reducing the error on the total energy by v/_

3.5. With this factor _ in the total energy falls to _ 5% of that introduced

by the incoherent ten_ 0.1 count pedestal huLccuracy. We believe that a level

of coherent noise such that N_h in Equation (94) is _ 1500 is acceptable.

The coherent noise "source" in the above example (i.e.. pedestal bias) results in

complete de_ector coherence. For physical sources, this is an unlikely situacion: it is

mere probable that the coherent sources iv. practical situations will result in coherent

noise in a portion of the detector (e.g., localized pickup of an external source.) Full

coherence across the detector results in no error in transverse momencum, but partial

coherence may. 0 Errors in coral energy persist in either case.

In practice, decoupling the noise from the signal on an event-by- event basis is

impossible: a given measure of the signal contains both the fluctuations from the

6Full coherence introduces no net Pt, as the enersy within a cone of a given radius ac a siren

angle is exactly cancelled by _he energy m a simLl_ cone 180 de_rees (in both 0 and _) away.
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signal (i.e., the intrinsic detector resolution, intrinsic particle width, etc.) and those

from the noise. In order to have the qz_ (si_ in the absence of noise) wetl-defined

and measurable on an event-by-event basis, it is desirable to measure the coherent

noise when there is no signal in_e calorime, r_r. Pedestal-subtracted pedestal runs

provide us with such an opportunity: for this class of events, the qz_' are all = 0,

whidt provides us with the most accurate measure of the coherence, and the noise

calculations are somewhat simplified as well.

Coherent noise for the DO calorimeter had been studied in partial test systems

prior to the Commissioning Run, but the run ofFered us the opportunity to investi-

_e such effects in the fully installed central calorimeter. The detector was in an

electronic environment that was as close to the final one as had been seen _o that

point. A.1/four quadrants of electronics were powered up, and fully connected to the

internal modules. External systems (muon electronics, central tracking signal ca-

bles, high and low voltage feeds, conductive piping for water cooling) approximated

the final setup. Our group at N'YU was responsible for the grounding and shielding

of the signals from the modules to the BLS's; we therefore had a special interest in

studying the system noise. It was believed that, should the system be susceptible

to oscillations (a coherent effect), it might very well be seen at this point.

The left hand side of Figure (22) shows a plot of the correlation coei_cients

for one ADC in the northwest quadrant of the central calorimeter obtained during

the Cosmic Ray Run. The mean is consistent with 0, the width is quite narrow,

there is no anomalous structure, and it is symmetric - there is no evidence of overal]

positive or negative channel-to-channel correlations in any portion of this ADC. The

plot shows a maximum coefficient of ± 0.20. In order to see directly the effects of

coherent noise as represented by these plots, an artificial noise source was introduced

into the detector: a pulse generator was used to pulse a heater wire entering the

cryostat,witha repetitionrateof ]./I"(_"= 2.2/_ec,oursamplingtime),or _ 500

kHz. The ploton the rightin Figure(22)shows the correlationcoei_cientsthat

resultin the same quadrantwhen such a noisesourceisintroduced.The small
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satellite peak at the right is the result of correlated noise in those channels affected

by the pulser. The correlation coefficient plots under normal conditions (i.e., with

no noise source introduced) were similar in other quadrants, as were the results with

the muon toroid fully powered. The ratio < _ _/< ocab> (as given by Equation

(94)) over all ADC's in the northwest quadrant was _ 1840, wkich was as good as

had been seen in DO test beams and initial tests of the final CC module array. With

the noise source introduced, the same ratio was _ 25 channels.

The results, overall, were very encouraging, with no evidence of appreciable levels

of coherent noise. Placement of the detector in the coUiding beam environment might

yet produce non-negligible coherent effects in the calorimeter; noise levels wiU thus

be studied when DO is in position for col/ider running.

Calibration Pulser

Although one of the real advantages of liquid argon ionization mode calorimetry

is the identical response of every gap to charge deposited in it, this ideal situation

is in practice compromised by variations in gain of the electronics. For optimum

utilization of the calorimeter information, this gain variation needs to be corrected.

Several examples of the sources of such variations are described below.

The combination of the detector capacitance, CD, and the effective input resis-

tahoe of the preamplifier (see Figure (17)) produces a capacitance-dependent rise

time oi" the calorimeter signals. The di/Ference between the largest and smallest

values of capacitance in the detector is about 5 nanofarads, producing a maximum

dJfl'erence in signal rise time of _ 200 nanoseconds. Because the peaks of" all the

sisnals are sampled at the same time with respect to particle passage through the

detector, this difference results in (for identical amounts of charge deposited in each

cell) a capacitance-dependent, and hence channel-to.channel, variation in the mea-

sured si_m_.

Another capacitance-dependent variation in signal comes from the sharing of the

charge between the capacitance to ground at the input to the preamplifier (C., ._.

19 nanofarads) and the detector capacitance. With this correction, a more accurate
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formula describing the output voltage of the preamplifier (see Equation (64)) reads:

Vou, = Q._. (C,'.) (07)CF C_,, + Co "

The correction f__tor, c;.¢'_._-¢o ' is about 0.92 for EM1 channels, and decreases to _ _

0.77 for FH channels. It thus results in a sizable capacitance-dependent variation in

the voltage level at the output of the preamp, for a fixed Q_..

The preamplifiers also have intrinsic gain variations one would like to correct

for. Any drifts in the system over time, independent of their cause, will also effect

the overalJ _tegrity of the data; these should be corrected for as well.

Without correcting _he data for the first two effects above, the response of the

calorimeter would vary strongly as a function of capacitance. Signals in _he low

(EM) and high (FH) capacitance channels, even for a fixed Qin in each, would be

quite different. Even within a given layer, where the channel-to-channel differences

in total capacitance can be 500 picofarads or more (for the FH layers), the spread in

gain would severely compromise the resolution of the detector. To study the physics

at the level we seek, all the above effects, including variations in preamplifier gain

and system drifts, must be properly corrected for.

For the DO calorimetry, gain corrections are made by the application of data

taken with a precision pulser. The pulser produces a voltage pulse that results in

the injection of a nominally identical amount of charge to every preamplifier. This

pulse is designed so as _o induce a response in the preamp that is, in principle,

identical to that of calorimeter sisals. The gain variations are exhibited by both

the pulser signal and the data in an identical way. The pulser data, _hen, contains

the information as to how much the real signal varies from channel-to-channel for

a fixed amount of charge. Dividing the ADC outpu_ from _he real signal by that

from the pulser for that channel puts all channels on an equal footing. These gain-

corrections, however, provide no information regarding an overall calibration (i.e., a

conversion from ADC counts to energy deposited in the calorimeter); they provide

only a relative channel-to-channel calibration. All data is pedestal-subtracted and
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gain-corrected prior co (or during) analysis.

Figure (23) shows the signals resulting from the input of a fixed amount of

charge st the input to the preamps of channels with 3 different values of detector

cspacitan_ce (I, 2.7, and 4.7 nano_farads),at the output of the BLS as a function of

samplinS time. The dst& was taken durins our first test of 5000 channelsat Ferm/lsb.

All curves are normalized to the 1 nanofarad sisnal at its mAT_rnllmvalue, which

occurs at _ 2.8 _sec. 7 At our nominal peak sampUng time of 2.2 _sec, there is _,

5% reduction of the 2.7 nanofarad signs/with respect to the 1 nanofarad one, and

15% reduction of the 4.7 nanofarad signal. This gives the order of magnitude of

the capacitance-dependence of the signal, and of the correction the pulser provides.

The same 5000 channel test found that the pulser provided the same charge co the

dLq'erencpreamps in a given preamp box to the 0.2% level. Its stability over an 18

day period was found to be better than 0.4% [58].

The bottom half of Figure (21) shows a plot of the mean of the channel-by-

channel averases for EM4 of the pulser runs during the Cosmic R_y l_un. It shows

a stability of _ 0.3%. It should be mentioned that the gain of the preamplifiershave

been found to be dependent on temperature at the level of _ 0.05%/de S C. The

temperature of the preampl_er boxes, measured during the data taking by the DO

monitoring system, was found to vary _, _ 1.5 des C, and therefore accounts for

0.15% of the measured pulser inscabiiity. There is also a _ 0.03%/deg C g_n change

with temperature ac the BLS which contributed _, 0.06% to the variations in gain
s

during the run. _ost of the instability in the pulser during the run, then, can be

ascribed to temperature variations in other parts of the system. It is suspected that

temperature variations in the room which houses the pulsers could be responsible

for the remainder.

The above plots give one a feeling for the overall gain drifts that might be

expected during a run. It is imporcant to remember, however, chat the conditions

_The sisned in the low-capacitance channel has risen to _ 98% of its full ampiitude after 2.0

/_sec.
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under which the pulser data is taken should approximate those under which the data

was taken. The pulser, then, needs to accurately reflect system drifts, and correct

the data properly for such drifts. In this regard, the understanding of the frequency

with which gsfu runs must be taken is simi]_ in nature to that for pedes.tal runs:

they both ought to be taken frequently enough to accurately represent the data-

taking conditions, but infrequently enough so as to allow time for acquiring real

events.

A major caveat that has to be introduced regarding pulser performance is that

of its timing relative to the data. The accuracy with which the response of the

electronics to the pulser mimics that of the data is crucially dependent on the

relative timing between the two pulses. We have used SPICE, a software package

that simulates electronic circuits, using the DO electronics parameters as input, to

determine the timing constraints that proper gain-corrections requfre. We have also

used measurements wherever possible to verify this information. In order for the

pulser to accurately correct the gain variations in the data, the center of charge of

the pulser (while taking a pulser run) and the center of charge of the crian_nllar

data pulse (while acquiring data) should appear at the input to the preamp at the

same time, relative to the peak sample time at the BLS. It has been found that

their relative timing should be the same to within _ 50 nanoseconds in order for

the data to be properly gain-corrected. If it is noc, a further capacitance-dependent

correction can be made that can compensate for this error. In trying co obtain a

verification of our calibration from the cosmic ray muon data, these issues become

extremely important. Much attention needs to be paid, therefore, to the timing of

both the base and the peak, for both pulser and data signals. This is a topic of

much concern in this study, and will be discussed in more depth in the following

chapters.
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CHAPTER VII

THE DO COSMIC RAY COMMISSIONING RUN

The DO Cosmic Ray Run took place from February through May of 1991. Data

were taken with the central muon system, th"e f_il central tracking system (cen-

tral and forward/backward drift chambers, transition radiation detector, and vertex

chamber), aud the central calorimeter. Approximately 235,000 events were accu-

mulated, witlrt_formal data-taking extending from the end of March to the end of

May.

For the most part, we commissioned those portions of the detector that were

available and ready for data-taking. The assembly of such a large device is a com-

plex task; those parts of the detector that were used in the run were installed on the

platform in the assembly hall by around December of 1990. Because the end muon

chambers (EF) were not quite finished, and to retain easy access to the other de-

tector elements on the platform, the end muon system was not included. All of the

central tracking detectors were ready for commissioning, with most of them having

undergone beam tests and independent cosmic ray muon tests during the construc-

tion and final assembly phases. The end calorimeters were being assembled in the

clean room during the run, and were not ready for the cosmic test. Portions of the

calorimeter (both end and central) had been analyzed in test beams in test cryostats,

but none of the full calorimeter arrays had ever been tested. In essence, then, this

was the first time that represenLative pieces from all three major detector groups

had been assembled for a coordinated run, and the first time the data-acquisition

system would be used to acquire data with all three detectors simultaneously.

Day shifts were dedicated to individual detector calibrations, i.e.. taking and

studying of pedestal and pulser runs by each detector group independently. Evening

and, when manned, owl (overnight)shiftswere usuallyreservedfor globaldata

acquisitionwithall3 detectorgroups.

Figure(24)isan eventdisplayofa muon passingthroughthe detector,in side
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view, generated during the data-takin 8 of the Cosrmc Ray Run. Energy deposited

in the calorimeter is visible, as are hits about the track in both the centrat drift

chamber and the outlying muon chambers.

Trigger ......

There were two relevant triggering schemes for the Cosmic Ray Run. In the

scheme of most interest in this study, a piece of scintil/ator was placed in the

beampipe of the detector, along the Z.axis. It was 1.75 inches wide (in X) by 102

inches long (in Z) and ,_ 0.5 inches high (in Y). Any cosmic ray particle energetic

enough to pass through the material in both the upper muon iron and chambers

and one-half of the calorimeter will reach the center of the detector. (The central

detectors consist of comparatively little material.) Upon passing through the beam

pipe scin_iUator (B P Sc), charged particles produce scinti//ation light that propagates

down the scintillator toward both ends. Two phototubes, placed at either end of

the scintillator, convert the light to a voltage pulse, that is sent to fast logic units

below the platform for processing.

The phototubes were required to receive a signal within 40 nsec of each other;

signals in both phototubes that satisfied this criterion were said to have produced a

BEAM coincidence, s This signalled the occurrence of an interesting event, and set

the downstream trigger logic (see below) in motion. This BEAM coincidence w'_s

used alone to acquire the data during the latter part of the run. from wh/ch tb.e

results in this study were extracted. During the early portion of the run, _ large

array o/' scintillators was placed atop the upper (C-layer) muon chambers (total area

960 sqft). It restricted the sensitive trigger area in both 8 (45 deg ,_,0 _< 135 deg)

and _ (55deg -_, _ <_ 125 deg), and was originally used in conjunction with the

BEAM coincide_Lce (TOP*BEAM) so that all muons triggered on were guaranteed

_The effectivespeed of propagation in scintillator is _ 6 inches-per-nanosecond- in 17 nsec,

therefore,Lightcan travel _hefujl length of the BPSc. The 40 nsec is a loose requ_emen_that the

trigger be a result of a ch_,rgedparticle passing through the BPSc, reducin_ the contributionsof

randomcoincidencesbetween _henoise in both photo_ubes _obearableleve|s.
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to have passed through the upper muon chambers, in addition co some portion of

the tracking detectors and the calorimeter. There were also scintillators placed in

the forward region of the detector, with their plane perpendicular to the Z-axis, to

select muons that had passed through the forward/backward dr/ft chambers. Since

the acceptance of this array included very tittle of the calorimeter's active volume,

no further discussion of it will be presented in this study.

It is instructive to calculate the rate expected through the TOP*BEAM coin-

cidence circuit. Using the total flux per unit solid angle per unit horizontal area

about the vertical direction for the hard component of the cosmic ray spectrum (as

given in Chapter IV), along with the appropriate geometric factors, the expected

rate can be computed:

(Rate)T. B = (Flux) × (area BPSc) × (solid angle subtended by TOP scintillators)

13Hz. (98)

This must be corrected with an energy factor, describing that fraction of the incident

flux energetic enough to make it through both the upper iron and the upper half of

the calorimeter [63], giving a final result:

(Kate)T.B ._ 5 Hz. (99)

This is reasonably close co the _ _ Hz race as seen in the TOP*BEAM coincidence

near the beginnin_ of the run: some of the discrepancy was found to be due to

problems with one of the fast logic units. Requiring only the BEAM coincidence

gives a calculated rate of:

(Rate) B "_7 Hz. (100)

Our final measured rate for real BEAM triggo.rs (i.e., triggers chat reconstructed

in the central drift chamber as real charged particle tracks) was _- 5 Hz. These

order-of-ma_,nitude calculations helped assure us chat the trigger lo_ic was work[ug

in a reasonable manner.
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The geometry of the tracks imposed by the beam pipe scintillator is of interest.

It produces tracks that are projective in _: that is, _he muons are restricted by the

trigger to one or, at most, two _ units in each hal/of the calorimeter (depending

on whether or not they start ou.t_close enou_]_, to a _ boundary, multiple.scattering

effects, etc.) The small width of the BPSc forces the muons to point to the beam

Line. The tracks, however, are not projective in 17:tracks that do not pass throuf, h

the vertex (Z=0) can routinely cross 17boundaries as they pass through either hal/"

of the calorimeter. The above situation is an exaggerated version of that which

occurs during collider running. The proton-antiproton coLLisionis weU restricted in

the X and Y dimensions by focusing magnets in the beam Line. In Z, the interaction

regionhas a fullwidth of_.: 30 cm, indicatingthatcorrectionsto theprojective

geometryin _ must be made. In any event,such crossingof rlboundariesduring

theCosmic Ray Run means thatthesignalsfrom a singletrackcan be sharedwith

neighboringcellsin the same layer.For the measurementsofmuon signals,with

theirsmallsignal-to-noise,thishas importantconsequences,whichwillbe discussed

at greater length in Chapter VIII.

Figure(25)shows a distributionof the tracksin Z atthebeam pipe(X=Y=0),

extractedfrom data acquiredusingtheBEAM-only triggerduringtherun,asex-

trapolatedfrom tracksreconstructedin thecentraldriftchamber.The unitsarein

centimeters,and the fulllengthofthebeam pipescintillatoristhus-r130 cm on

thisscale.The distributionisnot uniform;thiswas due to attenuationofthelight

alongthe scintillationcounter.Thisnon.uniformitydoesnoteffecttheresults,and

was hence not includedinthe theoreticalmodellingofthedata,describedinlater

chapters.

Thisstudyfocuseson data acquiredwith theBEAM-only trigger.Furtherdis-

cussionofthetriggerwillthereforebe limitedto thisconfiguration.

Event Filtering

After much study, the voltage on the two beam pipe phototubes was left so that

thethe finalrate(realtracksplusaccidentals)was _.15 Hz, about 2/3 of which
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resulted from random coincidences from phototube noise. To trigger on such events

would result in the logsix_ of an enormous amount of "empty" events - events for

which no muon had passed through the detector. A sintilar situation holds during

colllder r_,,,,,,_: lossins every event for widchJs pp_colllsiontook place would result

in the recordins of much information containing tittle interesting physics. It would

also require a system capable of louins such information at _ 100 Hz, beyond the

current capability. Therefore, as mentioned in Chapter HI, two levels of trisser,

Level 1 and Level 2, are implemented.

The rates durinS collider runninS are such that the rate into the Level 1 is

50 klLz. The analogue of this durinS the Cosmic P,,ayRun was the rate for BEAM

coincidences. '_his rate is sufficiently small so chat everytidnS was passed by the

Level I trigger; no attempt was made here to select those events for which a track

was present in the detector. Such selection was done in the Level 2 nodes.

The Level 2 is a network of m/crovax computers (nodes) that each contain fil-

tering software for selection of potentially interesting events. The Cosmic P_y l_un

offered u,_the first opportunity to test this system, albeit at a much reduced rate.

The z]lter_mgcode that was utilized focused on the reconstruction in the central drift

chamber. The ,. - _ position in the CDC is obtained from the wire information.

As a charged particle passes through the central drift chamber, it ionizes the gas in

the chamber. The electrons drift through the field created by high voltage applied

to the sense wires, with the fields maintained at high enough values to induce pro-

portional multiplication. The time difference between particle passage through the

detector (computed from the time when the BEAM coincidence is made) and the

collection of charge at a given wire is proportional, for a fixed drift ,telocity, co the

distance the electrons drift through the field, and hence co the distance between the

track and the wire. The difl'erenctimes obtained for the wires along the track is

then translated into a distance profile, giving a nominal track position for each wire

along the crack.

Following a fit of the data in each half (upper and lower) of the chamber
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independently, 9 a minimum of 5 out of the ? wires in 3 out of the 4 layers of

the d]amber were required to have contributed to the fitted track information.

this criterion is met in either the upper or the lower half of the chamber (or both),

the event is deemed to contain a cosmic ar_y track, and is passed on to the host

computer for recording. The pass rate, or the percentage of BEAM triggers that

contained a fitted track that passed the above criteria, was typically _ 28%. This

rate was consistent with calculations of the expected accidental rate, as computed

from the individual phototube rates and the combined discriminator widths. The

Z-information, obtained from delay lines, was not used in the online filtering. In

addition to its inferior in_t-insic resolution (_ 3 ram), it was deemed to be unnec-

essary: a track passing through the chamber should nominally reconstruct in both

dimensions. In the interest of speed and efficiency, the dimension offering the most

reliable reconstruction and better resolution was used.

The central drift chamber provided invaluable inform_tion during the cosmic ray

data.taking. Trying to obtain tracking information from the calorimeter is a difficult

task, particularly when the si_paal_involved are so close to the noise. Determining

which cells have energy in them, and which are simply up-fluctuations of pedestals,

is practically impossible for rnlvtimllm ionizing signals without external tracking

information. In fact, at the very begi-ni=_g of the run, _he calorimeter group had a

very difficult time determining whether the device was working properly (or at all).

It was not until the CDC and the calorimeter information were married that the

first evidence of a working detector began to take shape. The tracking information

from the CDC was used to point into the calorimeter to determine which cells were

intercepted by the track. The calorimeter information was then extracted from this

localized area. The routine and reliable use of the CDC information allowed for the

successful analysis of the calorimeter's performance from the cosmic ray data. both

9A muon pasting through both the upper and lower halves of the drift chamber is said to conmt

of two tracks: the upper and lower fits axe treated seperately for each evens. The acceptance is

such that single-track events occur quite fzequent|y.
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on- and oflflne.

The fraction of the time our system was available for acquiring data during the

Cosmic Ray Run (our "Uve time") was _. 30%. (This constraint was imposed by

trigger and timing considerations.) The rate into the Level 1 was then _ t5 Ha/3,

or _ 5/:Is. This is very close to the 1-2 Hs event-writing rate we are limited to.

With the _. 28% pass rate for good events, the rate out of the Level 2 was then on

the order of 1 Its, which made effective use of our rate capability.

The primary difference between the timing of the signals used for data acquisition

and transfer during coUlder running and that used for the Commissioning R.un is

the synchronisation to the accelerator. The control signals for the front end data

acquisition (e.g. , base and peak, among others) are synchronised to the Teva_ron's

3.5 #sec cycle time during coLlider running. The time of coLLisionor, equivalently,

the time defining particle passage through the detector, is periodic and weLl-defined,

allowing the control signals to be timed with the same pre_determined periodicity.

In particular, making sure that the base is sampled at the BLS as close as possible,

but prior to, the rise of the signal, which is desired in order to obtain accurate

measure of the baseline, and that the peak be sampled at the proper _ 2.2 #sec

interval, becomes a relatively straightforward task. Cosmic rays, however, pass

through the detector at random times. We were thus constrained to utilize such a

synchronously-designed system in an asynchronous setting.

A primary problem for the calorimeter was the timing of the base to a signal

which offers no prior indication of its arrival. The method finally impiemented

involved sampling the base evex,," _ 5.2 #sec (our revised crossing interval used for

the Cosmic tLay Run only), independent of whether a muon produced a trigger. For

chose crossings in which a trigger was seen, the baseline sampled for that crossing

_vas used to subtract from the peak. The peak, however, as is always necessary, was

timed to the rise of the signal; therefore, the time difference between the base and

the peak varied from event to event. /This time difference is fixed when running
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in colllder mode.) The iluctua_ions in the voltage due to the uranium noise, which

dominates the pedestal width, increase for longer sampling times. The width goes

like the _/smpting time, but the pedestal mean should be independent of such

variations in sampting time. Sy_s_matic stud, s verified both of these exp.ectations

prior to running. It should be mentioned that all pedestal and pulser runs during

the Cosm/c Ray Run were taken under conditions identical to the data: a random

triter was used to simulate the asynchronous nature of the acquisition of the muon

data. In this way, we were sure that the pedestal and pulser data reflected as

accurately as possible the conditions encountered during data taking.
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CHAPTER VIII

EVENT SELECTION AND DATA TREATMENT

To rninlrni_.e systematic biases, we have chosen to restrict the analysis to non-

zero-suppressed events. Channel-by-chann_--Pedestal values can be evaluate(i-on

the same events as the data that is being analyzed for such a sample (as described

in Chapter VI); this procedure allows for the correction of any intrinsic biases in

the computation of the pedestal by CALIB, and corrects for drifts in the system

that may have occurred between the taking of the CALIB pedestal run and the

data-taking. In addition, we have opted for simplicity and consistency of the events

to look at only those non-zero-suppressed events for which the muon toroid was not

powered. This resulted in a final count of _ 12,000 event candidates.

For this class of' non-zero-suppressed magnet-o/T events, the pedestals, as com-

puted using the CDC information, were subtracted on a channel-by-channel and

event-by-event basis. Gain-corrections were made with data from the calibration

pulser that was obtained appropriately close in time to the data runs (see Chapter
I

VI).

The Energy Variable

Since the ADC's measure the charge collected in the argon by the electronics,

the pedestal-subtracted and gain-corrected ADC counts (henceforth called ADC t

counts) are proportional to the energy deposited in the argon, i.e., the visible energy.

For this study, we choose visible energy as the variable of interest.

Since muons are highly penetrating and do not shower, converting from visible

energy to total energy deposited (by applying the appropriate sampling fractions)

o/_'ersno useful new information. Pulse heigltt distributions in ADC I counts, ob-

tained on both an event-by-event and layer-by-layer basis, are therefore used to

characterize the energy loss.

It should be stressed at this point that. although the distinction can be made

between visible energy (ADC I) and total energy deposition (related to one another
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by the sampling fraction), the units of"each are arbitrary until a connection to reality

(i.e., an energy scale conversion factor in, say, units of ADC'/MeV) is made. This

subject is one of"the main issues addressed in this study, and is discussed in detail

in Chapters IX and X. _.....

Roads from Central Drift Chamber Information

Directional information regarding the muons passing through the detector was

obtained from the track reconstructed by the central drift chamber. Appropriate

software routines used this information to point into the calorimeter along the direc-

tion of the track and provide the cells intercepted, on a layer-by-layer basis, by this

extrapolated track. The net output of this procedure, then, provided a list, event-

by-event, of the cells in the calorimeter that are expected to have been encountered

by the muon as it passed through the detector.

Alignment uncertainties of the central drift chamber with respect to the cen-

tral calorimeter, multiple scattering of the muon as it passed through the detector,

and errors in the directional information provided by either the CDC or the track-

extrapolation software can all contribute to uncertainties in this pointing procedure.

One ultimately wants to know where the energy was deposited by the muon in the

calorimeter - such uncertainties are addressed in the way the calorimeter data was

treated, discussed in the following paragraphs.

Having obtained the above list of cells, a patch of 9 cells, 3 cells in the 7/direction

and 3 along 9, was isolated in each layer for each event: the central cell of each
I

patch was the one that the CDC information had predicted was the one the muon

had passed through in that layer. For all but EM3, this results in a patch area

of 0.3X0.3 in _rtX_¢ - the EM3 patch is twice as fine in each dimension. All

subsequent analysis was restricted to this 3X3 patch in each layer. Because each

layer is of finite depth (e.g., radial extent), a line drawn through the calorimeter can

intercept more than I cell in a layer - we call this effect "sharing", as it represents

muons that are expected to have deposited energy in more than 1 cell in a given

layer. For events in which more than 1 cell in a given laver was intercepted by the
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extrapolated track, we choose the one first returned in the list provided by the track

extrapolation software as the central cell in the 3X3 patch. It should be mentioned

that for all events, we require all channels in the 3X3 patch to be well-behaved on

the basis_of pedestal and gain info_rmation, and that all 9 cells are required to be full

pads - no "cUpped" edge pads, as exist in some layers at extreme t 771 boundaries,

are permitted.

Fixate (26) shows s superposition of the energy in _ 7000 events in EM1 for

this 3X3 patch. The CDC information was used as described above to point into

the calorimeter, and the superposition represents the energy sum of _ 7000 of these

patches, located in dhTerent portions of the calorimeter on each event. The outer 16

cells are artificially ._uppressed to guide the eye, and an artificial off`set of 1000 counts

has been added to each of the inner 9. The central cell contains most of the energy,

with those cells sharing a full border with the central one showing slightly enhanced

energies. Sharing in the _ direction is preferred over that in the _ direction: this is

a result of our method of triggering. _ boundaries are crossed routinely by incident

muons, for a beam pipe scintillator with large acceptance in Z. The _ geometry tends

to remain projective with such a trigger (see Chapter VII). Also, the resolution of

the CDC track reconstruction in the r-Z plane is inferior to that in P - _.

Event-by-Event Algorithms

Two natural algorithms r_ight be used to characterize the energy deposited by

the muon, event-by-event, in a given _ayer: the sum over the 9 cells, or the mu_irm_m

pulse height in the 3X3 patch. Because the pedestal subtraction makes the mean

energy of an empty cell equal to zero, the sum over the 3X3 area should be an

unbiased measure oi"the muon signal. However, because the widths or"the pedestals

are close in magnitude to the width of"the signal, such a sum has relatively poor

resolution: summing 9 cells, of"which only i or 2 contain muon signal, means that

7 or 8 cells, wi_h their associated noise fluctuations, will be folded into the sum on

each event, even though they contain no deposited muon energy.

In order to improve the resolution, an algorithm that picks out the maximum in
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the3X3 patch has been chosen.Sinceonlyone ceU contributesnoisefluctuations,

the resolutionissignificantlybetterthan thatobtainedby the summing method.

However,theimprovedresolutioncomes with a price:themuon energylossis,on

some fractionof the events,n'dsmpresented..._Thereare two basiccontribntions.to

thismisrepresentation:one isthatresultingfrom pedestalup-fluctuations,and the

otherstems from the sharingeffect.

The maximum pulseheight,althoughquitelikelyto containmuon energy,can

alsorepresenteventsforwhich an up-fluctuationina channelinthe3X3 containing

purepedestal(i.e.,no muon energy)happened toresultina pulseheightexceeding

thatchannel'spulseheightinwhichthemuon energywas deposited.Forthisevent,

then,thepulseheightchosenrepresentspedestalonly,and containsno information

regardingmuon energy deposition.The likelihoodof such an occurrenceisleast

in layersforwhich the signal-to-noiseratioisbest(seeTableVI.I).In addition,

sharingofthe energydepositedby the muon in two adjacentcellsina givenlayer

willbiasthe signalobtained:choosingthemaYim_Irnwillunderestimatethetotal

energydepositedwhen sharingoccurs.The two e_ectsare alsocoupled:events

inwhich muon energyissharedwillhave an increasedprobabilitythata pedestal

up-fluctuationina cellcontainingno muon energywillhave a higherpulseheight

thanone which containsdepositedrnuonenergy.

The two resultingdistributions,from takingthe maximum and summing, are

shown inFigure(27)forFHI. Both thepeak and themean ofthespectrumresulting

from themaximum isdecidedlybelow thatfrom thesum, and itswidth is._40%

smaller.The resolution(i.e.,m---'_an)goesfrom _ 55% forthesumming algorithmto

37% forthe algorithmusingthemaximum.

Muon Selectionby Range

Itisdesirable,forreasonselaboratedon below,toselectportionsofthecosmic

raymuon spectrumaccordingtotheirenergy.The calorimeterisdeep enough that

we can getsome energyinformationfrom therangeof the muon. which we have

usedforfurthercutson theeventsample.
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As discussed in earlier chapters, the _ curve (expressed as a function of the

incident muon energy) has a well-defined rvin_rnllrn, from which it increases rather

softly (the relativistic rise, damped by the density effect) with increasing energy and

more drastically (~ 1_, the Brags peak) with decr_sing energy. The minimum for

liquid argon occurs at an incident kinetic energy for muons of _ 270 MeV.

For verifying our energy scale and spectrum shapes by a theory-to-experiment
dE

comparison, it is convenient to restrict the sample to a region where _ varies

slowly, i.e. the damped relativistic rise region. For this purpose, the event sample

was restricted to include only those muons which produced a finite signal in the first

lower fine hadronic layer (LFH1) of the calorimeter, k muon reaching the upper

portion of LFH1 will have a minimum energy of _ 1.8 GeV entering the calorimeter

from above, and a minimum energy of -_ 300 MeV exiting the upper half of the

calorimeter. The primary sample in this study examined pulse height spectra from

the layers in the upper half of the calorimeter for the analysis, while requiring this

cut in LFH1.

By adding an upper limit on range as well as a lower one, we can select a finite

energy window. To do a study of events with well-defined energy, we selected a

subset of the above events by requiring that the muons give no signal in the lower

coarse hadronic layer (LCH). This sample, particles stopping in LFH1-3, has a muon

energy range of _, (3.? + 0.4) GeV - an energy window of _ _ 10% - incident on

the muon iron from above. For this sample, pulse height spectra from 12 layers of

the calorimeter were examined, as we followed the track through both the 8 upper

layers and the 4 lower electromagnetic ones.

Other Cuts

As mentioned in Chapter VII, the central drift chamber reconstructs tracks in its

upper half and lower half independently: a through-going muon is considered, then,

a "two-track" event. In order to select clean single-muon events, one and ordv one

track was required to have been reconstructed in both its upper and lower half. In

addition, the a and _ in.formation from the reconstructed track was used to require
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thattheupper and lowertracksbe back-to-back(towithin_ 0.4radiansin77,and

0.2radiansin _),and thusrepresenta truethrough-goingmuon.

The muons enterthecalorimeteratdifferentangles.Muons ofidenticalenergies

enteringat dilTer.entangles_willtherefore,h¥ virtueoftraversingdii_erentamou_

ofargonin thegaps,depositdifferentamounts ofenergy.A correctionfortheangte

ofincidencewas made suchthatalltracklengthsin theargon were normalizedto

normalincidence:allsignalsresultingfrom muons enteringthedetectorwithangle

(definedin the usualmanner) were multipliedby sing.l° Each signal,then,is

placedon an equalfootingwithrespecttoeveryotherone.and resultinghistograms

arethenin thesame currency.

The choiceof the 3X3 unitas theappropriatepatch sizewas not an arbitrary

one. Of most importanceisthatthe areabe largeenough thatallof the muon

energyiscontained.Analysisofa subsetofthe eventcandidateswas done,wherein

patchesof 5X5 were isolatedand theouter16 cellswere summed, event-by-event

and layer-by-layer.The resultswere consistentwithno energyhaving spilledinto

theouterperimeter.On averagein the8 upper layers,theenergyinthese16 ceils

was (0.24-0.9)% oftheenergyinthe3X3 region.

Inordertohelpfortifytherequirementthatallenergyremaininthe3X3 patch,

we required4 of the 7 layersotherthan the layerbeing consideredto have its

maximum pulseheightinthe middleofthe 3X3 patch.This helpsto selectthose

eventsforwhich themuon was most likelyto have depositedmost of itsenergyin

thecentralcellofthe3X3 patchinthelayerunder consideration:and thuswillhave

depositedlittleor no energyoutsidethe3X3 boundary.We were abletomake this

cutonlyin thesample oftracksrequiredto reachLFHI, due to thecomparatively

largesizeofthisdatasample.

Pulseheightdistributionsforeachofthe8 upperlayersofthecalorimeterwere

obtainedforthosetracksthatwere requiredto reachLFHI. Afterallcuts.the

:°The track lenzth needs no correction in _he @direction, as _he module plates are perpendicular

totheincidenttrackinthisdimension.
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number of eventsthatsurvivedranged from _ 1600to 1700eventsin eachof the

electromagneticand freehadroniclayers,to_-t000eventsinCH. iI Fortracksthat

stoppedin LFH, ._400 to450 eventssurvivedinupper FH and EM, and _ 200 in

upperCH_.Approximately475 eventscontributedtothesampleineachofthelower

EM layersforthissample.

The distributionsso obtainedcan now be compared to the theory,to which

appropriateexperimentalerectshave been foldedin. This willbe the subjectof

ChapterX.

:tSome of the di_erence in the size of the event sample between CH and the other layers is

attributable to a coarse hadronic beam by-pass module which, because of its smaller response

compared to other CH modules, was eliminated from the analysis. It subtends 0.2 radians in 0, for

all 17, very near the vertical direction (+Y axis), where much of the cosmic ray muon liux is.
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CHAPTER IX

ABSOLUTE ENERGY CALIBRATION

One ofthegoalsofthisthesisistheverificationoftheabsoluteenergycalibration

usingthe cosmicray muon sig-n_l.ADC co--unts-thathave been properlygain-

correctedput allsignalson an equalfooting:as previouslymentioned,thisgives

onlya relative(channel-to-channel)calibration.Forallofthephysicsdone withDO,

an absoluteenergyscaleisneededas well.Precisionmeasurementsof theW mass

arean example ofthis,where an errorintheoverallenergyscaletranslatesintoan

uncertaintyin themass oftheW. The goaloftheabsoluteenergycalibrationisto

obtaina conversiontoa realenergyscale,which can be appliedtotheoutputofthe

calorimeterelectronics.

The energyscaleofinterestforthisthesisisthevisibleenergy,sincewe concen-

trateon the argon signalforour (non-showering)muons. For colliderphysics,on

theotherhand, what isusefulisthe totaldepositedenergy(visibleor not),since

we would liketo surmisetheincidentenergyofallshoweringincidentparticles.

Foreitherpurpose,theenergyscaleconversionfactorwas obtainedby two al-

ternatemethods: an a pmori calibration,and a test-beamcalibration.As we will

see,however,thetwo methods arenot ofequalmeritforthetwo applications.

A prioriCalibration

In the a priom method, a known amount ofchargeisinjectedat theinputto

thepreamplifiersat DO. Measurement ofthischargeisobtainedby mapping outin

detailon an oscilloscopethevoltagepulseproducedby thecalibrationpulser,from

which theareaofthispulse(invo|t-/_sec)iscomputed. The pulseissentthrough

a precisionresistor,whichproducesa well-definedamount ofchargeat thepreamp

input.

Upon introducingthischargeintothepreamplifier,theelectronicsisreadout in

thenormalmanner. Aftergaincorrections,thisallowsforthedeterminationofthe

ADCo,e.relationshipbetweenQm (thechargeat theinputtothepreamplifier)and ' •
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a given amount of charge at the preamp input produces some output voltage in

ADC _counts, which we measure through the same system as the data.

The major Linkin determining,:hea prioriADC'-to-MeV conversionhingeson

establishingtherelationshipbetweenthecharKe-de_positedatthepreamplifierinput

and the amount of energya particletraversingthe detectordepositsin theargon

inorderto liberatethissame amount of charge.This isobtainedfrom published

experimentalmeasurementsoftherelationshipbetweenenergydepositedand charge

producedinliquidargon(i.e.,energydepositedper e-Ar . pair- seeChapterVI)

[60].Thus, knowing the amount of chargethatproduced a measured number of

ADC _ counts,and relatingthissame amount of chargeto energydepositedinthe

gap,we can establishthea prioriADC_-to-MeV conversionfactor,M4:

'_ (ADC' counts read out for charge Qi,_)M.4 _) = (MeV deposited in argon gap for same Qin)
(101)

The above outlinegivesthebasicprescriptionfordeterminingtheslopeforthe

conversionofADC _countsto MeV usingthe a priorimethod. There area number

ofsmallereffectsthatcontributeto both the valueand theerrorinM4, whichare

describedbelow.

LiquidArgon Lmpurityand Charge Collection

Impuritiesintheliquidargonreducetheamount ofchargecollectedinthegap;

Liberatedelectronsareabsorbedby eiectronegativecontaminants(suchas oxygen)

inthereadoutmateriai.Sui_cientquantitiesoflesselectronegativesubstances(such

as nitrogen)can alsointroducesome lossin themeasured charge.Also,evenfor

absolutelypureargon,a fractionofthechargeislostdue to recombinationpriorto

collection.The contributionto thevalueand erroron M4 from thesethreeeffects,

takenfrom our bestestimatesbasedon liquidargonpuritymonitoringstudiesand

data(takenduringthe Cosmic Ray Run),givei671:

(oxygencontamination)_-(nitrogencontamination)_ (recombination1

=(3-I-1%)+(2±1%)+(5±2%) --- (I0-I-3%). (tO2)
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The electron-absorptioneffectsadd linearly.Sinceourerrorsareindependent,we

optto add them inquadrature.

LossDue to BlockingCapacitor

The G-10 (afiherg_ass/_epoxymixturein themodule'sreadoutboards)provides

a capacitorthatshieldsthepreamplifierinputfrom thehighvoltageappliedtothe

resistivecoat.Identicalamounts ofcharge(I)injecteddirectlyintothepreamplifier

inputand (2)producedintheargongap,willgiveslightlydifferentreadoutsignals.

Due to capacitivechargesharing,6% of the chargeproducedin the gap isnot

collected:itremainson the blockingcapacitor,and hence doesnot contributeto

thesignalreadout.Inordertoproducethesame signalinADC' countsattheoutput

oftheelectronics,6% more chargemust be producedin theargongap reiativeto

thatinjectedattheinputtothepreamplifier,and M4 must be reducedaccordingly.

We estimatea 1°70contributionto the totalerroron M4 from thiseffect,which

reflectsprimarilythevariationin thethicknessoftheG-10 readoutboards.

Other Uncertainties

Two more errorsarerelevantinthe determinationofM4: (I)thenumber used

toconvertMeV depositedinliquidargon tothe amount ofchargedepositedhas an

uncertaintyof_ 2% [60!,and (2)thereisan errorinthemeasurementof thearea

ofthevoltagepulseused to determinetheamount ofchargeneededto producea

givenresponsein theelectronics.

The errorson M4, takentogether,yield:

'-_2%(conversionofQ to MeV) _ 1%(effectofblockingcapacitor)

±2%(pulse area)+ 3%(argon impurity/recombination)= 4%, (103)

wherewe have added theseuncorrelatedsystematicerrorsinquadrature.The final

valueforM-l is:

ADC' counts
(104)

(3.75_ 0.16) .VIeV '

We mention againthatthe a priorimethod relatesADC _countsto visibleenergy
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depositedintheargon(inMeV).

Test Beam Calibration

The DO testbeam run tookplacefrom early1991throughJanuary 1992.The

apparatu_sconsistedofa testcalorimeterwhichcontainedmodulesidenticaltothose

thatwere used in the centralcalorimeter.The responseofthe testcalorimeterto

electronsof well-definedenergies,as definedby bendingmagnets in thetestbeam

line,was measured. The relationshipbetween calorimeterreadoutand incident

particleenergyat the testbeam couldthen be made. A "carry-over"established

therelationshipbetween theelectronicgainat thetestbeam and thatat DO. This

allowsone to deducethecorrespondencebetweenthemeasuredelectronsignaland

the incidentelectronenergyat DO. The aim of the followingparagraphsisto

describethelogicand stepsleadingto an absoluteenergycalibrationfrom the test

beam data.

The Carry-Over

We can definethelocalunitsofvisibleenergyintheithchannelat D0 and the

testbeam (TB) inthefollowingway:

ADC[ B=#Ta  DCIB ( 05)

.40Ci= °  Dc?°, (06)

I wheretheK; arethe calibrationconstantsprovidedby theprecisionpuiser,forthe

ithchannel,used forgain-corrections.The constantsdifferin thetwo places,and
.

arethereforesuperscriptedby location(TB orDO) as wellas channel.

The electronicsin the two placesare not the same - differentcablelengths,

differentpreamplifierand BLS hybrids,etc.,contributeto a differenceinthesignal

inthe two places:a fixedamount ofchargedepositedin thegaps ofidenticalca-

pacitancechannelsat the TB and at DO willgivedifferentraw ADC output.We

haveusedanotherpulsertoestablishtherelationshipbetweentheelectronicsinthe

twoplaces.Tltispulserisa portableunit,whichallowsfortheinjectionofthesame

amount of chargeintothe preamplifiersat both DO and the TB; as itestablishes
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somethingofa "standard"responseinthetwo places,we callitthestandardpulser

(STD).

SPICE simulations(seeChapter VI) have suggestedthatthe electronicsfor

our calorimeterrespondsidentica!l_yto a sq_u__._epulseinjectedat theinputto the

preamplifiersasitdoestothetriangularpulsethatresultsfrom chargecollectedin

thegap. The responseoftheelectronicsto thestandardpulserinthe itachannel,

inADC counts,isdenotedby STD °° and STDirB. The same amount of charge

isintroducedat the preamp inputin both placesby the standardpulser(thiswill

be elaboratedupon later),which producesthe desiredsquare-shapedpulse.For

thesame fixedamount ofchargedepositedin the gaps at DO and at the TB, the

followingrelationholds:

Ac,o0 ADCf= (10z)
STD{°° sTD_ B'

whereADCi istheraw (non-gain-corrected)signalinthecalorimeterresultingfrom

thisidenticalfixedamount ofchargeproducedinthegap inbothplaces.The above

equationcontainsthecruxofthecalibrationas obtainedfrom thetestbeam carry-

over:inunitsofthe standardpulseroutput,the electronicsresponseto thesame

amount of chargedepositedin the gaps at DO and at the TB isidentical.The

differencebetweentheelectronicsinthetwo placesisremoved intheratio.

Using Equations(105-107)above,the relationshipbetweenthe localu.rtitsof

visibleenergybecomes:

ADC;OO STD,°° K$°] 'r
= STD]. B • KirB j • ADCi _

i

i . ADCiTB (108)
- 3i

The Ki's are known from calibrationruns takenin the respectiveplaces,and the

STDi'sarequantitiesmeasuredfrom datatakenwith thestandardpulserineither

place.Given an ADC' readingintheithchannelat the testbeam, Equation(108)

allowsforthe correspondingADC' readingin thei_hchannelat DO. The 3icontain
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a_ the information describing the differences between the eiectron/cs in the two

pl_u:es.

Tot _ Energy Deposited at Test Beam

Equation (108) contains the relation between visible energy at DO and at .t_he

TB. The known tes_ beam energy, however, can only teU us the total deposited

energy, forcing us to switch units.

An electron traversing the calorimeter deposits energy in more than one layer

(_nd, in general, in more than one channel in each layer), with the total energy,

deposited equal to the sum of the total energy deposited in each of these channels.

When computing the total ener_,,y deposited in the calorimeter, both the gain and

the sampling fraction correction must be applied in order to put the signais read

out from each channel on an equal tooting:

. .-mc;=..mcl
SF_ ' (109)

where ADC" represents sampling-fraction-corrected A.DC_ counts. The total energy

deposited, still in arbitrary, units, for one event, is given by:

Neh,m
tl

4= ADC,, I110)
s--|

where the sum is over all channels containing energy deposited by the particle under

consideration. The mean value over ] events is given by:

< A >= N,.,,,---": A,. (lll)
j-"t

The measured calorimeter signal for an electron of a fixed energy in the calorinxeter

can be correctly represented, to within a constant, by Equation (111).

Using im'ormation from bending magnets in the beam. the energies of the incident

electrons at the test beam are very well-known. Takin_ electron data at the test

beam and treating it in the above manner, one can plot the incident beam energy

as a functionof < .I >. Figttre(28)shows such a plotas obtainedat our test
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beam. The slope of"this plot, S = _ gives the expected relationship betweendE, '

gain- and sampling-fraction-corrected ADC counts at the test beam and total energy

deposited in the calorimeter, in MeV. (Although the abscissa shows energy in GeV,

_veprefer the use_of MeV units, and will £e..ferto all energies in MeV.)

The relationship between the total energy deposited in the test beam calorimeter

(in MeV) and visible ADC' energy units is obtained by the use of the slope S and

Equations (109) and (110), with appropriate TB supercripts:

1

,Emc(MeV) = _.E_a,,(MeV ) = _. A

= SF; ' ( 12)l--i

where ,Etfo_aem(_.IeV)is the total energy deposited by an electron in the test calorime-

ter on a singleeventand thesum isoverallchannelscontainingenergydepositedby

theelectron._E,_(MeV), theincidentenergyofthe electronas measured by the

magnets inthebeam line,isintroducedinorderto stressthe equivalence,ignoring

resolutioneffects,betweentheincidentelectronenergyand theenergydepositedin

thecalorimeter,when thecalorimeterreadoutistreatedby theprescriptiongiven

on therighthand sideofEquation(112).Sincethetotalenergyisequaltothesum

oftheenergiesinthedifferentchannels,we can write:

i .4DC; TB (113)
TB

,:Ei.dep(MeV)= S" SF;

where TB..Ei.ae,(.X/IeV) is the total energy, in MeV, deposited in the i th ch_-mel at

the test beam on one event. Equation (108), which provided a relationskip be-

tween ADC' at D0 and the TB, can be substituted into Equation (113) to obtain

the relation between the energy deposited in the tth channel at DO (in MeV) and

ADCID°:

Z)o i .4DCIoo

_E"_e'(MeV)= S" 3" SF; (114)

S, measured from test beam data, the _;, which describe the differences between
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the electronics in the two places, and the SF; are all known.

Back to Visible Energy

Equation (114) gives us an expression for the conversion of visible energy in ADC'

units at _DOto the total energy deposited in a given channel of the calorimeter in MeV

- this is what is of use for physics during coUider running. In using the cosmic ray

muons to verify this energy scale, we are interested in the visible energy deposited

in the argon gaps. The visible energy is related to the total energy deposited by:

,E_.v_s = _E_.v,, -- E_.v,, = SF_. eE_.dep, (115)

where SF_ is the sampling fraction appropriate for electrons in the i th layer. Visible

energy in the calorimeter is independent of the particle that produces it: the species

of incident particle (in this case, electron or muon) becomes important when one

attempts to describe the total energy deposited, where the appropriate sampling

fraction needs to be appiied. As described in Chapter III, the sampling fraction

is defined using the energy deposited in the passive and active layers for rrfi',im,,m

ionizing particles. The correct sampling fraction to use for electrons must be reducedI

' relativeto themip samplingfractionby the _ ratio:

where, as before. SF; is the sampling fraction for minimum ionizing particles, l_-

Using this relation, we can write Equation (115) as:

Ei.,,,,(MeV) = _ • SF; ._E;._,(MeV) (117) •

or,substitutingEquation(114):

::The expression for ADC_' in Equation (109) does not show this (--_p) correction factor in its

use of sampling fractions. This is because the ADCI' are proportional, to within a constant, to the

total enerzy deposited. The sampling fraction is used. in conver_mg from ADC' to ADC". only to

put the difi'eren_ layers in the same currency, so _hat the sums performed in Equation (II0) are

valid and meaningful.
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The aboveequationgivesa prescriptionforconvertingfrom visibleenergyinADC'

countsat DO tovisibleenergyinMeV depositedintheargon._ To be complete,it

isinneed of one more factor.

RelativeArgon Impurities .....

The measured signalforelectronsat the TB alreadyreflectsthe reductionin

signaldue to argon impurities.What isimportantincarryingthecalibrationover

fromthe testbeam tocompare itwithmuon data acquiredduringthe Cosmic Ray

Run is tha_the relativereductionin the signalsin the two placesdue to argon

impuritiesbe accountedfor.We callthisfactorfl,and now writein fullthe final

relationforthe conversionofvisibleenergyto a realenergyscaleat DO:

: •n..4DCl°°

i .4DC_DO. (119)
-- M.TBC_

IVITBC isthe visibleenergy scalefactor,analogousto M.4,obtainedby the test

beam carry-overmethod. Itremainsto discusssome importantdetailsrelatingto

theexplicitevaluationofMTBC, afterwhich theappropriatenumbers willbe used

toobtaina valueand errorsforMTBC.

Timing Considerationsand LayerDependence

Inorderforthesquarepulseput out by thestandardpulsertoaccuratelysimu-

latethedata,i_needstobe rimedcorrectly.Much a_tentionwas paidto thisduring

thestandardpulserdata-takingatboth theTB and atDO. SPICE calculationshave

dictatedthatthecenterofchargeofthesquarepulsemust arriveatthepreamplifier

inputatthesame timethatthecenterofchargeofthetriangular-shaped datapulse

didduringthe data taking.The timingofthedata(i.e.,electron}pulseat theTB

:alt is imporzant to no_e zhat, implicit in some of the steps above, _he sampling tractions in

a given layer are assumed to be the same throughout the detector, both at DO and a_ the test

beam. Detailed measurements of electromagnetic module paramet_s, perlormed during module

construction (e.g., titanium plate thicknesses and overall module height, at a number of n locations

in each module), have shown this to be valid at the _ I% level.
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when the electron runs l'or the carry-over were taken should be identical to that of

theSTD pulsewhen thelatterwas u=ed forthe characterizationofthetestbeam

electronics(i.e.,fordeterminingtheSTDfB). Similarly,in orderto verifythecal-

ibrationusing muons acquired during the Co¢Ilfic_Ray Run, she STD pulse should

be timed properly to the triangular pulse as it was timed during the run. Timing

scans were done at both locations, and this condition was satisfied.

In practice, the Bi are determined by taking a channel-by-channel ratio of data

taken with the STD pulser and that taken with the calibration pulser. The calibra-

tion pulser is used in this manner to monitor drifts in the system: most sources of

system drifts (e.g., temperature variations) will be common to both the STD and

calibration output. It is desirable, but not essential, that the calibration pulser be

timed in the same manner for this measurement as it is for those calibration runs

used for gain-correcting the data. If this is true, and the calibration pulser was

timed correctly for the data runs, no further capacitance-dependent corrections will

be necessary. For the cases under study here, we found no evidence of the need

for any additional capacitance-dependent corrections. This has the additional de-

sirable consequence that the channel (or layer) dependence in the MTBC_, which is

contained solely in the _,, drops out. For identical amounts of charge at the input

to the preamplifiers, if the gain-corrections are applied (i.e., timed) properly, all

resulting gain-corrected signals should be the same - the 3; should be independent

of capacitance. _[TBC will henceforth be considered to be independent of channel,

and we will assume that one value will apply for all ADC_-to-MeV conversions at

DO.

Determination of MTBC

Our data indicatesthat#3has an errorof _.2%, due primarilyto instabilities

inthepulsers(boththecalibrationand standardpulsers)thatareintheprocessof

beingstudied,f_.thefactordescribingthedifferenceinthe signalreductiondue to

differencesinargonimpuritiesin thetwo places,has a valueof(1.02-'_.0.01).The

levelofoxygenimpurityinthe two placeswas identicalduringtheruns.butthere
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was nitrogen contamination that was present during the Cosmic Ray Run that was

notpresentduringthetestbeam nmning. The valueand theerroron flreflectsthis

difference.The dominanterroron MTBC arisesfrom the _ ratio.We have chosen

to use an experimentalvaluedetermined.fora calorimeterwith slightlydifferent

geometry(3 mm uranium plates,2 mm scintillatoractivelayers)[31!.Thisvalue

for_ is0.71.We haveintroduceda 10% erroron thisvalue,whichencompasses

many of thevaluesin theliterature,and includesour uncertaintyin theeffectthe

differenceinthe geometryand readoutmaterialhave on thisratio.

Pluggingin theabovenumbers forMTBC gives:

NITBC = (4.0 :k 0.4) ADC'.teV (12o)

We recall that the value of M.4 was (3.75 + 0.16) ADC'_. Itfollowsthat:

MTBc = L.0t±0.2. (m)
M.4

The energyscalefactorsobtainedby the two differentmethods agreewithinthe

error.This beingthe case,itisdesirableto usetheone withthesmallererror.For

the calibrationofthe visibleenergyin the calorimeter,M4 isthereforethe scale

factorof choice.Applicationof M4 to the cosmicray data.and the subsequent

comparisonwiththeory,willbe discussedin thenextchapter.

Absolute Calibration for Collider Physics

We have stateda number of timesthatwhat isrelevantforcoillderphysicsis

theenergyscalethatrelatesthe totalenergydepositedin thecalorimetertoMeV.

For useat DO, the absolutetotalenergycalibrationobtainedfrom thetestbeam,

Equation(i14),can be useddirectly.The test-beamcalibrationisdone by measur-

ingthetotalenergydepositedinthecalorimeterby electronsaethetestbeam, and

isapplicableto the determinationofthetotalenergydepositedbv electronsat DO.

Itwillbe noticedthatthisequationdoesnot contain "
rntp

Forthea prioricalibration,on theotherhand.the_ ratioisneededtoconvert
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I I .X[ 4 -'V[TBC

i Visible Energy j 3.75 (: 4.3%) 4.0 (-t- 10%) t
;:! (ADC'/MeV) i ii

i , ,,,,,

Table IX.l: The two absolute energy calibration constants for use with either visible

energy or total electron energy. Units in each case are as shown; errors axe in percent.

fromvisibleenergyto totaldepositedenergyby electrons:

Ei ,,,,, ]. .tOCi
,:Ei._lep (122)

II

t (z23)
= M_ot,dep

where

M L°t'd"p= M4 (124)

and ADC'i'isdefinedinEquation(109)above.

Thus,thelargesystematicerrorof_ appearsinthetestbeam calibrationfor

visibleenergy(seeEquation(119)),and inthe a prloricalibrationfortotalenergy.

TableIX.Isummarizesthe4 calibrationconstantsand theirassociatederrors.The

smallerrorin My'Be fortotalenergydepositedhelpsto underscoretheutilityof

thetestbeam calibration.Forvisibleenergy,whichisthevariableofchoiceinthis

study,however_we willusethe a prioricalibration.

Examinationofthesourcesofthe2.3% erroron MTB¢ fortotalenergydeposited

makes itclearthat our initialhopes of establishingan absoluteelectronenergy

calibrationforphysicsofI% usingthetestbeam carry-overmethod axewellwithin

reach,i% of thiserrorisdue to theerrorassociatedwith the signallossdue to

nitrogencontaminationat D0 duringthe Cosmic Ray Run. The sourceof this

problemhas sincebeenluted:thereshouldbe no furthern.itrogencontaminationin
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our cryostat for the coming colder runs. Some of the rem_ing 1.3% is the result of

pulser instabilities which, upon further study, should be understood and corrected

for.

In the next chapter, we discuss _he app_._tion of M4 to the cosmic ray muon

data.
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CHAPTER X

RESULTS

With the experimentaldata sample definedand the principlesestablishedfor

thegenerationofthetheoreticaldistributions,we can now make thedirecttheory-

to-experimentcomparison.Two independentquestionscan be askedfrom sucha

comparison:

i.Do theshapesofthetheoreticaland experimentalenergydistributionsmatch

ifwe do not forcetheenergyscale?

2.Does the energyscalewe obtainedin Chapter IX put the theoreticaland

experimentalpeaksinthesame place?

The firstquestiondealswiththe understandingofLandau fluctuationsand resolu-

tioneffects,whilethe secondone teststhesuccessofour energycalibration.

We willaddressboth of thesequestions,on a layer-by-layerbasis,in the sec-

tionsbelow. In answeringthe secondone,we willdealwith the absoluteenergy

scaleas wellas thelayer-to-layerconsistencyofthecalorimetersignal.Finally,we

willpresenttheenergyscalecomparisonfora subsetofmuons stoppinginsidethe

calorimeterforwhich theincidentenergyismeasuredbv thernuonrange.

Generation of Theoretical Spectra

The Landau theoryas describedin Chapter V allowsfora fulldescriptionof

thespectrumshapes.Equations(56-62)describetheenergylostbv ionizationby a

chargedparticleincidenton a thinabsorber.The predictedenergylossdistributions

canbe obtainedby applicationoftheseequationstothespecificsystemunder study.

The generationofthe theoreticalspectraisbestdescribedas a two stagepro-

cess.The firstinvolvesthegenerationofthepurelayer-by-layersignaldistributions.

Thesedistributionscontainthesignalthatwouldbe seenintheliquidargongapsof

thecalorimeterintheabsenceofresolution-broadeningeffects[suchaspedestalfluc-

tuations)or experimentalbiases(suchassharing).Inreality,theseeffectsdo playa
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role,sothatpriortocomparingtheexperimentaland theoreticaldistributions,these

experimentaleffectsmust be properlyfoldedintothepuresignaldistributions.The

convolutionoftheexperimentalerectsisthesecondofthetwo stages;eachofthese

stagesisdescribedsepe.rate_lybelow. ._

A Caveat

The Landau theoryappliestoa continuousmedium: allenergylostin thethin

layerofmaterialisassumed to be fullysampledand detected.This includesthe

higher-energydelta-rays,thatcan travellongdistancesin the medium, leavinga

trailofsecondaryionizationintheirpath. Such secondaryionizationispartofthe

Landau descriptionof theenergyloss,and as such willbe includedin theenergy

depositionspectraobtainedfrom the theory.

Insamplingcalorimeters,however,thecontributionto theenergylossby these

delta-raysisalteredby _'plate-eR'ects":the readoutlayersare interruptedby ab-

sorberplates.Those delta-raysproducedinthegap thatareof sul_cientenergyto

reachtheabsorberplates,and thereforedepositsome oftheirenergyintheuranium

layers,willbe onlyfractionallysampled by thecalorimeter.Sincethesedelta-rays

areofrelativelyhighenergy,itisthetailsofthedistributionsthatareaffectedmost

by thisinhomogeneity[31].

Fullmodellingof theenergydepositionofmuons in samplingcalorimetersre-

quiresan extensiveand quitecomplicatedmonte carlo.A fulldescriptionwould

involvenot onlythe correcttreatmentofdelta-raysintheargon,but delta-raysin

theabsorber,and allofthe non-ionizationeffectsdescribedin Chapter V - radi-

ation,directpair-production,and photonuclearreactions- in both the absorber

and readoutmaterial,thatmanages to getsampled.Evidencesuggeststha,t these
i
i

energylossmechanisms alsopredominantlyeffectthe tailsof the distributionsin

samplingcalorimetersi31].

Such a completedescriptionhas been consideredforusein thisstudy,and our

conclusionisthatsuchan approachwould demand a prohibitiveamount oftimeand

eR'ortto implementand understand.We thereforehavechosennot to includethese
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"plate-eRects"inourmodellingoftheionizationlossesaspredictedby Landau,and

havealsoomittedthenon-ionizationlossesmentionedabove.We arethuschoosing

& _mlnlma_ _Itheorytoseeifitexplainsour data.

In orderto obtainan accuratemeasure of theenergyloss,we have chosenthe

most probable(orpeak)ofthe distributionto characterizethedistributions.This

diminishestheeffectsofthetailsthatwe believearemost ai_'ectedby theprocesses

we havenotmodelled,whilestillallowingfora well-defineddescriptionoftheenergy

deposition.

Obt__ thePure TheoreticalSignalDistributions

We areinterestedinsimulatingtheenergylossintheactivelayersofthecalorime-

ter.The material-dependentparameters(n_ in theexpressionfor_,awd I in that

for_ - seeEquations(56)and (59))are well-defined,withtheformerbeingread-

ilycalculableand thelatteravailablefrom tables[47].The integraldescribingthe

universalfunction(jfL(A))can be evaluatednumerically,atmany different_lues of

A. A givenincidentenergydefinesallkinematicparametersin the theory(3 and

).Usingalloftheabove,random numbers thathave been generatedaccordingto

the_:(W',z) probabilitydistribution,givethe valueofthe energylossfora parti-

cleof a known incidentkineticenergyin the argonon a givenevent.The energy

lossdistributionisthespectrumresultingfrom many suchthrowsofthedice,each

throw representine_a valueof theenergytossthatvariesstatisticallyaccordingto

theLandau theory.

The minlrnum incidentkineticenergyrequiredfora muon toreachLFHI is3.3

GeV at thetop ofthemuon iron.which isthepointfrom which the_ cosmicray

di_ferentialenergyspectrummust be referenced.Muons aregeneratedaccordingto

thisdistributionat the top of the iron,and theirenergyisreducedby themean

d_._inthe toroid.This givestheappropriateenergydistributionat thetop ofthe_fx

cryostat.

The muons arethenfollowedthroughthe calorimeteron a plate-by-plate,gap-

by-gapbasis:theirenergiesarereducedby themean _ intheappropriateabsorber
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plate (either copper or uranium), and by the energy loss obtained from the Landau

theory (as described by the procedure above) in the liquid argon gap. A particle

entering a unit cell has kinetic energy E upon encountering the absorber. Its energy

is E' - E- < _ > ._z upon__exiting the__plate and entering the argon, where

< _ > is the mean _ of the muon in the appropriate absorber mal:erial, and _z

is the thickness of that material In order to determine the energy lost in the argon

gap, the dice are thrown according to the prescription described earlier, with the

kinemai:ic parameters corresponding to E'. The subsequent energy loss in that gap,

_E', is computed. The energy is then reduced by the amount AE' upon entering

the next plate, and the process is repeated throughout the calorimeter in the layers

of interest. The measured signal is a sum of single-gap energy losses, and so the final

readout signal in a given layer on a given event results from summing the losses in

the appropriate number of Liquid argon gaps for that layer. Since the experimental

distributions have been corrected for their angle of incidence (see Chapter VIII), the

theoretical modelling is done assuming the muons enter the calorimeter at norms/

incidence.

The above application of the Landau theory for our calorimeter gives the ex-

pected pure signal distribution, in MeV, in all layers of interest for the cosmic ray

muons. We describe below the process of adding the experimenta/effects to these

signal distributions, appropriate for making the experiment-to-theory comparison.

Introducing the Experimental ERects

The final theoretical distributions we have used to compare with the experimen-

tal datafoldin thecontributionsfrom two additionaleffects:pedestalfluctuations

and sharing.Random numbers areproduced accordingto theappropriatepedestal

and sharingdistributions,with each ofthesedistributionsobtainedon a layer-by-

layerbasisfrom the experimentaldata.Pedestaldistributionsarereadilyavailable

fromappropriateanalysisoftheoff-trackpedestals.The sharingdistributionisob-

tainedby establishingthenumber ofcellsin a givenlayerthatare interceptedby

thelineprojectedintothe calorimeterfrom _heCDC in_formation.Random hUm-
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bets produced according to these distributions for each layer are applied in order to

mimic theexperimentalsituation.

We choosetocompare thespectraobtainedby thealgorithmthatpicksoutthe

maximttm in the3X3 patch.5.'hesigni/icantly._bet_terresolutionthatcharacteri.zes

these spectra results in theory-to-experlment comparisons that are more telRng: the

signal has not been obscured by the adding of many cells, each containing pedestal

fluctuations. The summing algorithm, as mentioned in Chapter VIII, would result

in a distribution ot much poorer resolution, and hence is less useful for our purposes

here.

For a given layer, then, the signal in each of the appropriate number of gaps is

obta£ned from the Landau modelling. For each event, a random number is selected

according to the sharing distribution for that layer, which describes what fraction

ofthegaps inthatlayercontributeto thesignalin,say,ceU A, and what fraction

contributetothesignalincellB. (Thenumber describingthesharingthereforevaries

between0 and I.) Random numbers arealsoselected,accordingto thepedestal

distributionin thatlayer,9 timesforeachevent,to representthepedestalsin the

9 cellsthatare consideredin the 3X3 patch. The signalin cellA isadded to 1

pedestal(chosenat random), the signalfrom cellB isadded to a d_erent one,

and the maxAmum of thesetwo resultingsignalsand the 7 otherpedestalsignals

isdetermined.This,forthatlayerand thatevent,representsthe signalwhichwe

enterintothetheoreticalenergylossspectra.The spectrasoobtainedfrom alllayers

ofinterestare thosewhich we now use to compare to theexperimentaUy-obtained

distributions.

Comparison of the Experimental and TheoreticalSpectral Shapes

Fi_tres(29-32)show theresultsofour theory-to-experimentcomparisons.In

orderto compare the two distributions,we have leftthe energy scalea freepa-

rameterin the theoreticalspectra.The dotteddistributionsare the experimental

distributions,and the solidarethe theoreticalones.AllunitsareinADC _counts.

Figure(29a)shows thecomparisonofthetwo distributionsinEM3 when neither
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pedestalfluctuationsnor sharing distributionsarefoldedintothe theory.Figures

(29b)and (30a)show theslightimprovement when one or theotherisintroduced

by itself.As isseeninFigure(30b),itisnot untilbotheffectsarefoldedinthatthe

theoreticaldistrib_utionsfit_thedata. Theplots inFigures(31)and (32)show the

resultingspectra,with both experimentaleffectsfoldedin,forallelectromagnetic

and hadroniclayers,respectively.The shapesoftheexperimentaldistributionsare

ingood qualitativeagreementwiththosefrom thetheory.

Ener_y Scale

As discussedin thepreviouschapter,the most desirableabsoluteenergyscale

factorto usewhen describingvisibleenergyisM4 (M.4: 3.75_ 0.16ADC_/MeV).

In orderto obtainan energy unitcommon to both theoryand experiment,we

multiplied,on an event-by-eventbasis,thetheoreticaldistributionsdescribedabove

by M4. Thisgave thenominalexpectedenergylossdistributions(again,layer-by-

layer)in(expected)ADC' cou_ts.

A quadraticfunctionwas used to fitthe distributionsso obtained,with the

regionofthefitrestrictedto approximatelyhalfthepeak height.The same fitwas

performedforthe experimentalspectra.From this,we have a valueof the peak

positionforboth the experimentaldistributionsand the theoreticalones,in the

same units.The ratioofthepeak positionsmeasuresthelevelofagreementofour

energyscalewiththe theoreticalmodel. We haveexpressedtheratioas:
I

Peak(experimental)= (125)
Peak(theoretical)

Inshort,a isthefactorby whichthe energyscaleM_ would haveto be adjustedin

ordertoobtainidenticaltheoreticaland experimentalpeak positions.A valueofa

= 1 means thetwo peaksagreeperfectly.

Table X.I shows the valuesof a foreach upper layerof the calorimeter,as

determinedfrom the sampleof tracksrequiredtoreachLFHI. The statisticaler-

rorrepresentsan additionin quadratureof the statisticalfittingerrors.The 2%

systematicerrorresultsfrom two effects:
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Layer , cx_=star.error _ syst. errors
UEM1 I 0.98 ± 0.02 ',

UEM2 I 0.96+0.03 ;
uEmt .o5• o.o2t

- uEmi 0.02i - (cR
UFHt t 1.t8 ± 0.02 i : 4%(M._)
UFH2 i 1.14+0.01 '

UFH3 ] 1.12+0.02 tUCH 1.18 ± 0.03 I

Table X.1- Values of a for tracks required to reach LFH1. Values are for layers in

upper half of calorhneter only. The errors are described in the text.

a. An assumed uncertainty of -_ 100 MeV in the starting energy (the lowest possi-

ble energy for which a finite signal in LFH1 is obtained), which, in conjunction

with the _ cosmic ray spectrum fail-off, results in an overall raising (+ I00

MeV) or lowering (-I00 MeV) of the predicted signal in each layer;

b. The di/Terential fall-off of the cosmic ray spectrum of _ depends on both

energy and incident an_e. The portions of the spectrum we are concerned

with here fall as _-_., where N varies between 2 and 3 {68,71]. A portion of the

2% reflects this variation in the energy dependence of this fell off.

The 4°70systematic error reflects the toted uncertainty in M4, as described in the

previous chapter.

Layer-to-layer Signal Consistency

We can now ask whether the signal is the same throughout the different layers

in the calorimeter. Given that the nominnl gap widths are the same throughout

the detector. _axd the gain-corrections remove any layer-to-layer differences in the

expected signal, we expect all of the energy scales to be the same, within errors, in

the different calorimeter layers. We use the above values for a in the different layers

to test this expectation.

Table X.2 shows a summary of the results. < ALL LAYERS > is a weighted mean
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<EM ONLY> 1.021+ 0.011

il <FH ONLY> , = I 1.143± 0.008

= _ 1.12+ 0.02 !I_,1 <FH>/<EM>

Table X.2. Signal consistency in the upper layers of the calorimeter, for those tracks

that reach LFH1. Quantities are defined in the text.

of a for all layers, with <EM ONLY> and <FH ONLY> being the corresponding

weighted average for the respective sections. The resulting <FH>/<EM> ratio,

used conventionally throughout the collaboration, is as shown. We find a (12 4-

2)% difference between the response in FH and that in EM. There will be further

discussion of this in the next chapter.

The Value of the Scale Factor M4

The testofwhetherM4 has_hecorrectabsolutevalueiswhetherthea#inTable

X.1 a_'eewith I withinthecombinedstatisticaland systematicuncertainties.We

interpreta significantdeviationof the a# from 1 as a discrepancybetween the

expectedand observedenergyscaleina givenlayer.

For allelectromagneticlayers,the a_ are consistentwith I withintheerrors:

we thereforesay thatour energycalibrationworks foralloftheselayers.For the

hadroniclayers,thea_differsi_cantly from l evenafterthesystematicerrorsare

added tothestatisticalones,reflectingthe< FH> /< EM> discrepancydescribedin

theprevioussection.We thereforeconcludethat,withinourmodel,theenergyscale

M.4 worksfortheelectromagneticlayers,and thatitfailsatabout the10% levelfor

thehadronicones.

Application to Stopping Particles

As describedin ChapterVIII,a subsetofstoppingmuons ischosenby requiring

a finitesignalinlowerfinehadroniclayerl,and by alsorequiringtherebe no signal

inlowerCH. Thissample,then,has stoppedsomewhere inthe lowerfinehadronic

(LFH) layers.The incidentenergyat thetop ofthemuon ironforsucha sampleis
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(3.7 _ 0.4) GeV, giving a _ __ 10% determination of the incident energy. We looked

at those layers for which the energy loss is well-defined: all upper 8 layers of the

calorimeter, and the lower electromagnetic sections, for a total of 12 layers.

Restricting the muons to this well-defined__c_nergyat the lower end of"the cos.mi_'c

ray muon energy range does not alter the results obtained above, as shown in Tables

X.3 and X.4.

In conclusion, there is good qualitative agreement between the shapes of the

theoretical and experimental spectra. The ai obtained for both reaching and stop-

ping tracks also agree with one another. The <FH>/<EM> response imbalance is

evident in both samples. The a_ for the electroma_netic layers agree with M.4, but

the hadronic ones do not. The latter a_ do. however, agree with one another.
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-_ LaFer T"_± star.error F syst. errors
LEM4 ! 0.97 + 0.02

LEM3 i 1.03 ± 0.02
LEM2 I 1.01 + 0.04

LEM1 I 0.96 ± 0.10
J

UEMI I_ 1.04 ± 0.08
UEM2 ! 1.01± 0.08 - 2% (CR energies)

UEM3 ! 1.10 ± 0.03 = 4% (M.._)
UEM4 I 1.05 ± 0.02

I

UFH1 I 1.16 + 0.05

UFH2 i 1.14 :/::0.03

UFH3 i 1.10 ± 0.03
UCH i 1.17±0.05

Table X.3. Values of a for tracks required to stop in LFH. Data from both the upper

and lower EM layers are given.

<ALL LAYERS> i = 1.051 _- 0.009 II
<EM ONLY> = 1.026 + 0.010 li

! 'f

<FH ONLY> != 1.126_:0.020II,
<FH>/<EM> _= , 1.10+ 0.02 !i

TableX.4.Signalconsistencyfortracksthatstopin LFH. <EM ONLY> includes

datafrom both theupper and lowerEM sections.
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CHAPTEK XI

CONCLUSIONS

As shown in the previous chapter, the shapes of the theoretical and experimental

distribu_ons agree quite well. The agreement is better in the region of the peak than

in the tails, as expected. Full inclusion of the experimental effects was necessary

before the theory approximated the experiment well. That the fits in the peak

were as good as they were indicates that good results can be obtained from the

information in the peak region without modelling the "plate-e/Tects". At the typical

energy of our cosmic rays, the simple con_inuons medium Landau theory appears

to be a good approximation to the energy loss in the active layers of our sampling

calorimeter.

The two ways of obtaining the energy conversion scale, from measuring the

charge sensitivity of our electronics (M.4), and from the test beam carry-over (_'V_TBC) ,

agree well.

The good agreement of the experimental and theoretical shapes in the peak

region makes the most probable energy a viable vehicle for checking this ener_

scale. One would expect this to be less true, in general, if one were to use the mean

to characterize the Landau distributions, as the fluctuations in the tails greatly

effect the mean. The peak appears to be insensitive to both the inhomogeneity of

the medium and, at the typical energies we are interested in here. the losses due to

radiation and other non-ionization processes.

The cz_obtained for the electromaametic section agree with M_. Those for FH

and CH are _ 10% high, but they do agree with one another.

The <FH>/<EM> response imbalance has received much attention in the col-

laboration - our value for both samples is consistent with _ 10% difl_erence in the

response between the two. An effect of approximately the same magnitude and sign

(<FH>/<EM> > t)was seenatthetestbeam duringtestsofthecentralcalorime-

termodules. Beam testsofendcap calorimetermoduies_however,didnot exhibit
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this response difference when studied at the test beam last year. The source of

the effect in CC is still not understood; we have, however, done much work toward

trying to understand it.

There are two possible sourc_ of the problem that immediately leap. to mind:

one involves the capacitance-dependence of the gain corrections, and the other is

related to module construction. As discussed in Chapter VI, if the calibration pulser

and the data are not timed properly relative to one another, the gain correction will

have a capacitance-dependent bias. The total capacitance of the FH channels is

about a factor of 2 to 3 higher than those in EM. If"the calibration pulser is timed

incorrectly relative to the data, an <FH>/<EM> response imbalance is precisely

what one would expect to see. This has been studied and measured at both the test

beam and for the Cosmic Ray Run. In both cases, to the best of our knowledge,

the timing was done properly. We believe one cannot blame the signal imbalance

on the relative channel-to-channel calibration done with the calibration pulser.

The other suspected source is the module construction. If' the liquid argon gaps

in the FH and CH modules were, on average, uniformly _ 10% larger than those

in the EM section, this would produce such a difference in the response. As far as

we know, this possibility still appears to be the only alternative that has not been

definitively disproved.

We believe that _ I% calibration will be achieved using the test beam carry-

over. For much of the physics we are concerned with for DO (i.e., jet studies, top

search), this is quite adequate. For precision measurements of the W mass. however,

we would like to achieve a measurement to _ 0.1% or better. The W mass energy

scale will have to be obtained from mass measurements of the Z.

Finally, we mention one of the most satisfying results of"the Cosmic Ray Run:

we were able to characterize a device desi_ned for high mass physics using min-

imum ionizing particles, which are at the very low end of the dynamic range of

the electronics. System instabilities, noise, and other fluctuations did not swamp

the small muon signal, despite the low signal-to-noise ratio. The device worked re-
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markably well, and rnnnlng all systems together posed no insurmountable problems.

._dl indications are that we have a detector that should work quite weU for collider

physics.
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Fisure 3: The wire a,,-rangemen$within supercells of _he central drift chamber. (x

= sense wires,. = po_en_ia_wires, o = del_y lines.) View is in r-_ pla_e. _from[15])
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Figure G: Simple model for the development of &nelectromz_netic shower. $oUd

fines (with +) indic&re electrons (positrons) &ridwavy lines indic&¢ephotons. The

numbers &t the bottom indic&re the dimtznce measured in rzdi&tion len_hs. (from

[24])
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Fipre 6: The cross-sections for pa_rproduction, Compton scattering, a_d the pho-

toeleczric effect, _ & function of the photon enerKy in carbon (a), iron (b), a_d

uraaium (c). The fraczion_[ ener_ lossby radiation _d ionization, a_ a function

of the electron enerKy,in carbon (c/), iron (e), _nd ur_aium (jr). (from (33])
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FiKuxe7: The enerKy deposit m &function of deplh, for s 10 GeV eleccron shower

deveiopinK in a_ummum, iron, and lead, showinK approximate scaling of the longi-

tudinal shower profile, when expressed in units of radiation len_h, Xo. Results of

monte csrlo calcutscions. (from [33])
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Figure 8: Schem&tic view of the response of x hzdron calorimeter to the eLectrom_-

netic a_ndnon-electromujnetic components of the hzdronic shower. (from (27])
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Figure 9: Monte cazio simulztion of the effects of _.z..h+.,, ,_ l on the signal llneamy of

hadron calorimeters. L'_ is the enersy of the incident hadron. (from (26])
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(ev_uated at I0 GeV). (from (27])
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Figure 13: The intensities of the va."ious components of ver_ica_ cosmic rays in the

atmosphere, as & function of atmospheric depth. (from i34])
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Figure 14: Measured most prob&ble ener_ losses (for protons and pions) in propane

gu &t 4 di/Terent pressures, a_ s function of _-y. The energy tosses _re normalized
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Figure 15: Measured pulse height distributions for (a) 3 _ protons _.nd (b) 2

electrons in a 90% Ar + 10% CH4 gu mixture. (from (54])
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FIs_'e I6: Calculated contributions to the energy Lou from ioniz&tion (i),

bremsstraidung (b), pair production (p), nuclezr interactions (n), and thek sum

(s) as functions of the energy in hydrosen (a), iron (b), a_d uranium (c). (from {47])
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Figure 17: Simple schematic of the DO cadorimeter electronics. (from (651)
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Figure tg: Widths of pedestaJs versus capa,citsnce with hi,h-voltage off"(left-most

ptot - electronic noise on)y) and kigh-volta_e on (right-most plot - electronics plus

uran/um noise). (from (65])
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Fi_-e 22: Correlation coetfidents in one ADC card in the northwest quadrznt of

the central czlorimeter,u obtainedduring the Cosmic l_y ltun. The plot on the

left (riOt) is without (with) a_ artiflciad noise source introduced. (from (65])
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Figure 23: Signal shape, as & function of saJnpling time. ac the oucpuz of the BLS

for 3 different capacitance values (Cl)). (from (58])
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Fi_ure 25: Distribution of the Z-posi¢ioa of the muou trar.ks _c the beam pipe (X

= Y = 0), ex_rLc_ed from cea_r_ drift chamber information during the Cosmic Rzy

R.LIa.
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Figure 27: Distributions res.iring fro,,, event-by-event summing of the 3X3 cell
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Figure 28: Measured electron ener_" in cut calorimeter (a_bitr_ry units - see Chzp-

ter IX) _s a function of incident electron ener_ (u determined from bending mac-

nets in the beam line). Dstz was obtained from DOtest beam run. (from i64])
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Are in Chapter *. 145
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